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Traveler's
advisory
in effect
By The Associated Press
A winter storm that pushed into Kentucky early today spread
a blanket of snow over western,
central and northern sections,
snarled traffic in Louisville and
forced schools to close in a wide
area.
Rain was falling in the eastern
mountains, but the National
Weather Service posted a winter
storm warning for the region
and said residents could expect
up to six inches of snowfall by
midnight.
A traveler's advisory was
posted for the entire state.
Light rain, which changed to
sleet in many areas, preceded
the snow, icing many roadways.
Traffic accidents attributed to
the slick conditions were
reported from Paducah to
Louisville. Rush-hour traffic on
Interstates 66, 65 and 71 in
Louisville slowed to a crawl.
At least 22 school systems,
most of them in central Kentucky, were closed because of
slick roads or the threat of
worsening conditions
throughout the day.
The progress of the storm
could he tracked by
temperature changes. At 9 a.m.
the mercury had slipped below
freezing in the west, while
Jackson in eastern Kentucky
reported 44 degrees.
The rain in eastern Kentucky
would change to snow by afternoon behind a rush of arctic air
that would drop temperatures
below the freezing mark,
forecasters said. Up to three inches of snowfall was possible by
evening, with twice that much
possible by midnight, the said.

Local members, board meets

KWW tourism booklet
ready for distribution
By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
The board of directors of Kentucky's Western Waterland
along with Calloway County
members and guests met in
Murray Monday night for a
"mostly informational"
January board meeting, according to Nita Ewing, who heads
the board.
The new edition of KWW's
tourism promotion booklet has
been completed and is being
distributed among the membership. Ewing says she expects to
distribute 90,000 of these
booklets this year through travel
shows, welcome centers and information centers. The first of
several travel shows to be attended by members of KWW is
in Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 17.
Others in January are in Cincinnati, Louisville and Chicago.
Included in the booklet is a
facility guide and map and Ewing reports that 75,000 additional

COLD WINDS RETURN — Snow flurries and colder temperatures
returned to Calloway County and western Kentucky today as residents
awakened to find winter weather once again in the Jackson Purchase.
Barren trees, as the one pictured here, are a grim reminder that
yesterday's 60-degree temperature was only momentarily. Summer
sunshine is still several months away.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Continuing accreditation awarded
to city middle, elementary schools
The Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools, through
its Commission of Elementary
Schools, has awarded continuing
accreditation to the Murray
Elementary and Murray Middle
Schools by action taken during
the association's 88th annual
meeting in New Orleans, La., in
mid-December.
Through accreditation, school
staff and faculty members
benefit by knowing that conditions for teaching in accredited
schools meet certain minimum
standards and that efforts are
continuously made to improve
these conditions. Regional standards require adequate faculties
and facilities and their effective
use.
Citizens are assured of accountability and of value for
their tax dollars through the process of standard setting and the
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regular reevaluation of SACS
member institutions. Communities with accredited
schools can be confident that
their institutions compare
favorably with others in the
region, according to a "SACS
spokesman. Accredited schools
are a considered a "plus" for
those who are interested in
relocating their families and
businesses.
Murray Middle School Principal John Hina says there are
three basic steps to obtaining
continued accreditation — filing
an annual report, a 10-year selfevaluation and a five-year interim report.
The most comprehensive of
the three — the 10-year selfevaluation — was completed at
MMS in the 1982-83 school year.
During the study, all areas of the
school, its faculty and cur-

riculum are evaluated by
representatives from other accredited school systems.
According to Hina, the fiveyear interim reports and the
yearly reports are just as
significant as the comprehensive study in assuring SACS that
the school is meeting accreditation requirements.
Hina lists classroom offerings,
equipment, supplies, pupilteacher ratio, library services
and guidance counselor
availability among items included in the reports.
"SACS is a tremendous
organization to be associated
with," Hina says.
Founded in 1895, the Southern
Association of Colleges and
Schools is one of six regional accrediting bodies in the United
States. More than 11.000
(Continued on Page 2)

copies have been printed for
more local distribution.
It was also reported during the,
meeting that progress is going
"fairly well" on obtaining a
tract of land at Interstate 24, Exit 31 for relocation of the KWW
office and establishment of an
information center there. Ewing
says the property is located near
the exchange of 1-24 and Kentucky 453 at the northern entrance to the Land Between
Lakes. The KWW office and information center is currently
located in Lake City.
Whitehaven Supervisor Gail
Pickard informed the KWW
members that informational
brochures and literature promoting KWW and individual
businesses can be placed at the
1-24 welcome center for distribution. Ewing reported that
members had questioned the
policy of distribution there.
Other items discussed during
the meeting included the upcom-

ing annual meeting. Ewing says
a definite time and place has not
be established but the meeting
will probably be held sometime
during the first two weeks in
March.
She also informed members in
attendance that on Jan. 31 the
Tennessee Valley Authority will
host an all-day seminar in Knoxville, Tenn., outlining TVA
strategies for the 1980's.
She indicated that someone
representing KWW would attend
the seminar.
Prior to the business meeting
Bonnie Jones, chairman of the
Murray Tourism Commission,
welcomed KWW members to
Murray and outlined measures
by which the commission, the
local chamber of commerce and
KWW can work, together to attract tourism to the area.
Approximately 35 attended
the dinner meeting held at Seven
Seas Restaurant.

Local spouse abuse program
gets $2,500 grant for services
By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Episcopal Diocesan of Kentucky
Staff Writer
Forward Fund, designated for
The Murray Spouse Abuse Adnew ministries.
visory Board has recently been
He stresses however, that the
infOrmed that it will be the reciefforts of the Murray Spouse
pient of a $2,500 grant to be used
Abuse Advisory Board are comto establish a 24-hour crisis
munity oriented and not directly
telephone line and to adequately
related to the Episcopal Church.
equip a "safe house," the
Since the regently-obtained
board's director, Pat Robinson,
grant is designated for new
has announced.
ministries only, the grant 0.411
'A director will'be hired to
not be available to the proeititi
supervise the "safe house" and
in the future. But Robinson and
to operate the 24-hour hot line
his wife Pat, who serves as
during the evening hours and on
director of the board, are hoping
weekends. A group of volunteers
the grant will be enough to adewill operate the hot line during
quately establish the program
the day.
so that statistics can be compilThe local "safe house" is a
ed that are necessary for obtainsecret locatiOn-s where victims
ing state grants for continuance
and their children can seek proof the program.
tection for a short time while
It has been estimated by the
other arrangements are being
board that approximately 300 inmade, according to David
dividuals are victims of spouse
Robinson, a member of the
abuse each year in Calloway
board and pastor of St. John's
County.
Episcopal Church in Murray.
"The Murray Spouse Abuse
A portion of the grant can also
Advisory Board has been
be used to finance transportameeting for over, a year now,
tion of victims to the Paducah - working toward,improvingserSpouse Abuse Center, if
vices to victims of spouse abuse
necessary.
and their families. One of the
He estimates the safe house
most important tasks has been
and hot line can operate on a
to increase communication betyearly budget of $5,000, inween different agencies and
cluding the $2,500 grant. The reorganizations that provide these
maining $2,500 must be provided
services," says the director.
through in-kind services and
"What would appear to be
monetary donations.
simple solutions to the problem
According to Robinson, the
cannot be applied to these vicgrant was awarded by the
tims who — for various reasons

— cannot simply just leave the
situation. Being sensitive to the
dynamics involved is vital to being successful in helping these
victims to help themselves," she
said.
Another of the group's tasks,
she says, has been to increase
awareness on the part of those
who come in contact with victims of spouse abuse to the complexities of the problem of
spouse abuse.
Another step in accomplishing
these goals is being takenoin the
form of a resource handbook to
be distributed throughout the
community to individuals and
agencies who are likely to come
in contact with victims of spouse
abuse.
David Robinson says, for example, that doctors in the community may be treating victims
of spouse abuse but are unaware
of the help available to the victims. The handbook will provide
this information.
The handbook, which is expected to be completed early
next month, will provide information in the areas of medical
care, emergency shelter, legal
services„,
s food and clothing,
counseling, housing, social services, employment and day
care.
The Murray Spouse Abuse Advisory Board seats about 20 individuals from the Murray(Continued on Page 2)
t

General Assembly
passes first piece of
legislation in session
By SUSAN STEWART
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
non-controversial bill on the
state's unemployment insurance system is the first piece
of legislation to pass the 1984
General Assembly.
The House and Senate on Monday unanimously passed the bill,
which makes the Kentucky law
conform with federal rules. The
measure must be signed by Gov.
Martha Layne Collins by Jan. 20
or the state will lose about $20
million in federal funds and Kentucky employers will lose about
$200 million in tax benefits.
Basically, the bill refuses
unemployment benefits to
school personnel in between
school sessions if they are given
assurances they will have a job
when classes resume.
House members voted 83-0 to
pass the bill while the Senate
voted 35-0.
The House also repealed
long-standing law that gives
justices of the peace a $100 per
month expense allowance to run
their courts. With the change in
the state's judicial system in
1979, justices no longer hold
court

clearing
Travelers__ advisory this
morning
Today: Occasional light
snow or flurries ending
followed by partial clearing.
Slowly falling temperatures
into the low 20s by evening.
North winds 15 to 25 mph.
Tonight: Clear diminishing
winds and colder. Lows 10 to
15. Winds becoming light and
variable by morning.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny.
Highs near 30. Light and
variable winds.

According to Rep. Marshall
Long, D-Shelbyville, the main
sponsor of the bill, there are still
provisions for a $300 monthly expense allowance for county
magistrates. The bill passed
71-16.
Rep. Mae Street Kidd, DLouisville, announced Monday
she has filed a bill which would
give local health agencies the
authority to enforce lead content
One Section — 12 Pages
standards in paint in older
Classifieds
10, 11
residential neighborhoods.
Comics
10
At a news conference, Ms.
Crosswords
10
Kidd said the amendment would
Dear Abby
10
allow local health boards to
Garrott's Galley
3
adopt programs regulating
Horoscope
10
prevention of childhood lead
Murray TodAy
.4,
poisoning.
Obituaries
12
Legislation introduced in 1974 ; v4 Perspective
by Ms. Kidd allowed the state
Sports
8, 9
Cabinet for Human Resources to
MISS
carry out such a lead program,
but the state has failed to do so
YOUR PAPER/
Ten years ago, the LouisvilleSubscribers who hove not
Jefferson County Department of
received their home-delivered
Health began a model
copy of 11ae therm Ledger I Timm
screening and prevention proby 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
gram. But in September, the
by 3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
Kentucky Court of Appeals ruled
to coil 753-1916 between 5:30
that the local agency did not
p.ol. and 6 p.m., Ateadey three.M.
have authority to enforce lead
duy,cm 3:30 p.m. and 4
restrictions
Saferdays.
(Continued on Page 2)

today's index

Senator Dole says task force plan
not-likely to win favor of Congress
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
presidential task force says
states should have the option of
running food assistance programs, but an influential
Republican senator dashed
hopes for the plan before the
panel even adopted its final
report.
Sen. Robert Dole, R-Kan., said
In a statement Monday that Congress "is not likely to favor" the
most far-reaching recommendation of the White House Task

Force on Food Assistance.
His news release was
delivered to the Labor Department auditorium, while the task
force was still meeting to approve its findings. The final
report was adopted several
hours later.
"We have not been able to
substantiate allegations of rampant hunger," the 13-member
panel found. And it said, "for the
vast majority of low-income
people," public and private food
programs were- "sufficient for
those who take advantage of

•

them."
These statements appeared to
agree with comments by President Reagan and White House
counselor Edwin Meese III that
generated a firestorm of
criticism.
Meese, when asked about
hungry children in a Dec. 8 interview, said, "I've heard a lot
of anecdotal stuff. but I haven't
heard any authoritative
figures."
Reagan told reporters Dec. 14,
"We are doing more to feed the
(Continued on Page 2)

County board yields split decision

Student expelled on violation
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
An unidentified Calloway
County High School student was
expelled from classes for the
duration of the present semester
and the fall semester after formal proceedings oy the school
board found him in violation of
possessing alcoholic beverages
on the Calloway County High
School campus
A vote of the five board
members yielded a 3-2 decision
for the expulsion of the student

Those relinquishing their sup.4ort of the conduct platform
were board members T.C.
Hargrove and Charles Reed.
According tc7 Superintendent
Jack Rose, this was one of the
few times a violation of the drug
aim fucOTIO1 clause has ended in
a split decision by the board.
One member did express his
feelings by simply saying, "A
policy 'has been broken here."
Rose stated that the incident
occurred on Jan. 3 of this year,
declining to elaborate on any

further details surrounding the
charges, only to say that the student was cited for possession of
the alcoholic beverages and was
not charged with intoxication.
The Calloway County School
Board enacted a strict Drug and
,nieCohol Policy in iiuvember 1981
coinciding with KRS-15$450 (1)
which deals primarily- with student behavior. The KRS ruling
outlines a student's compliance
with local board policies pertaining to the use or possession
(Continued on Page 2)
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Scientists studying
'greenhouse effect'
predict floods, heat
WOODS HOLE, Mass.(AP) —
A new study of atomic fallout
and nuclear waste shows the
Earth is heating up far faster
'than earlier thought, and floods,
heat waves and monsoons caused by this "greenhouse effect"
could strike by the year 2000, a
physicist says.
"It should bring some alarm
to all of us," said William J.
Jenkins of the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute. "We
will see drastic changes in the
next decade that will affect us
all.
Jenkins said Monday the conclusions were based on a twoyear study of North Atlantic
conditions.
Jenkins said the research
seems to substantiate the
"greenhouse effect" theory,
which asserts that warmer
temperatures are coming
because a buildup of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere will
trap the sun's warming rays and
hold in heat like a greenhouse.
Jenkins said his findings are
more dire than those of an Environmental Protection Agency
report released in October,
which concluded that the full
"catastrophic" impact of the
greenhouse effect will be felt by
the year 2040.
Shortly after the EPA report
appeared, the National
Academy of Sciences issued a
500-page study that offered a
more optimistic view, saying the
world could adapt to the anticipated climate changes
without a major crisis.
'The academy report did not
fispute that added carbon diox-

ide, produced mainly by the burning of coals and other fossil
fuels, could raise average
temperatures by 2.7 to 8.1
degrees by the third quarter of
the next century, with the lower
half of that range more likely.
The EPA report, calculating a
3.6-degree increase by 2040, said
casualties will include farms
and the people who depend on
community crop production, adding that widespread starvation
may accompany the climate
shifts.
Some scientists say melting of
the polar icecaps could raise
ocean levels and cause coastal
nodding.,
Jenkins, who was awarded the
1983 Rosenstiel Award in
Oceanographic Science from the
University of Miami, said he
believes the effects of the polar
melting will be obvious within
the next 10 — not 100 — years.
He said he reached this conclusion after discovering that
the North Atlantic is becoming
much less salty, and therefore is
absorbing less and less carbon
dioxide than in the past.
Scientists had previously
assumed that the worst
ramifications of the greenhouse
effect would be delayed, thanks
to the ocean's heavy carbon
dioxide intake.
Jenkins studied the carbon
dioxide intake by tracing atomic
bomb fallout, nuclear wastes
and tritium, the heaviest manmade component of hydrogen
used in the manufacture of
bombs. He said the levels of
these substances in the oceans
pose no danger to humans.

Home energy assistance
benefit applications due
The Cabinet for Human
Resources will resume taking
applications for Home Energy
Assistace Program benefits on
Jan. 16.
Low-income Kentuckians
across the state who are facing a
heating crisis may apply for
assistance on first-come, firstserved basis at local Department for Social Insurance offices, according to Human
Resources Secretary Al Austin.
The amount of assistance will
range from $175 to $300 for all
households except those in
publicly subsidized housing will

Calloway...
(Continued from Page 1)
of

drugs, alcohol and

other

similar issues.

Rose said that Calloway's
policy outlined explicitly the
grounds for explusion and
punishment resulting from these
type charges.
"The board wanted to be totally fair to each and every student," he stated, explaining the
policy of the board. "Prior to its
establishment, many incidents
were handled on an individual
basis and it was felt this would
help in the fairness to all."
Rose endorsed the policy calling it a "good, strict policy when
dealing with the large number of
students as the school does." He
went on to say that he would
recommend the policy remain
as it is — referring to the spilt
decision.
Rose said that both the student
and parents were permitted to
address the board presenting
their side of the charges.
In other action by the board,
the use of some facilities by
local businesses was approved.
Several food service bids and
a fuel bid were awarded, and
repair on the Calloway Middle
School was updated. The school
received damage from a broken
sprinkler system during the cold
weather.

Spouse...
(Continued from Page'l)
Calloway County area and
represent the local health
department, mental health
department, clergy, school
systems, the hospital, Murray
State University departments of
counseling and test and social
welfare, student groups. church
organizations and private
groups and clubs.
The board is currently in need
of several items for the safe
house include new or used
bureaus, lamps, a porta-crib.
desks, twin silks c..71.1 .z.7!.!! slim bed
sheets, blankets, pillows, a kigh
chair, slip covers, kitchen supplies and utensils Anyone interested in making a donation
should call the office of St.
John's Episcopal Church at
753-6908.

receive one-half of the benefit
they would qualify for if they
resided in private housing.
Austin said about $10 million is
avalable in this segment of the
program to assist eligible Kentuckians experiencing a heating
crisis. "Kentucky'recelved $25.6
million in HEAP block grant
funds this year; $17 million is going for direct benefits and we
spend about $7 million of that in
December to assist the elderly
and the handicapped," Austin
stated.

Hunger...
(Continued from Page 1)
hungry in this country today
than has ever been done by any
administration."
The task force report recommended no new major programs, but contained proposals
designed to prevent budget cuts
In food assistance programs.
Among them were propooals
to continue federal aid to private
charities and keep the nutrition
program for poor women and
young children at current
caseload levels. Other recommendations would increase
slightly the amount of food
stamps for recipients and make
it easier to become eligible for
the stamps.
Staff recommendations for
new definitions of households,
which anti-poverty groups said
could have led to cutbacks, were
scrapped.
But the recommendation with
the greatest potential impact
was the option for states to
receive grants, allowing them to
run the food programs and
determine who qualifies for
stamps and other food aid. They
also could choose to remain
under the federal program.
Food programs, currently administered by state and local
governments operating under
federal eligibility rules, total
more than $15 billion a year —
with some $12 billion going to
food stamps. Other programs include school lunch subsidies and
the nutrition programs.
In his statement predicting
defeat of the option plan, Dole
said of the federal food stamp
program,"It's not perfect, but it
has been very effective in addressing the nutrition needs of
low-income Americans."

Accredit...
(Continued from Page 1)
member public and private
universities, colleges, junior colleges, occupational institutions,
secondary schools, middle
schools and elementary schools
enrc:1 approximately five
million students.
Elementary school principal
Lochie Overbey and Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey were in
meetings this morning and
unavailable for comment about
the accreditation

BIRDS ON A WIRE — Telephone lines proved to be a good resting
place for these feathered creatures. While these seven tried to keep

above the morning snow, many others found food in a nearby birdfeeder more to their liking.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Republicans skeptical of tax increase
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — If
they can be convinced it is needed and won't be squandered,
Republican legislative leaders
say they might be persuaded to
support a tax increase during
this General Assembly.
But during the party's
response Monday to last week's
State of the Commonwealth
speech, four Republican
lawmakers said they doubt Gov.
Martha Layne Collins can con-

Legislature•••
(Continued from Page 1)
Rep. Kidd's amendment will
give local health agencies the
authority to take to court landowners who refuse to get rid of
lead -based paint used in
dwellings.
Since 1974, Ms. Kidd said,
more than 2,500 cases of
childhood lead poisoning have
been discovered through the
local program.
"My proposed amendment
should strengthen the state law
and improve the ability of local
health departments to protect
children from lead poisoning,"
she said.
Bruce Lane, deputy director
for the Louisville agency, said
his organization has continued
its screening and education program, but has not been able to
take offenders to court since the
appeals court ruling.
Lane said the problem of lead
poisoning is worse in older
neighborhoods where paint with
high lead content has been used,
and endangers the health of
young children who are most
likely to eat lead-based paint
chips from peeling walls and
woodwork.
Lane said his agency receives
$170,000 in state funds and
$32,000 in federal funds per year
for the lead poisoning program,
but that no move has been made
to institute a statewide prevention plan.
Both chambers had short sessions Monday, but many committee chairmen announced that
individual panels would begin
meeting regularly this week to
start moving through the hundreds of bills that have already
been filed.

Opryland firm
promotes Jeffrey
NASHVIELF — Ed Jeffrey,
formerly Opryland employment
manager, has been named
Opryland's director of personnel. He has the responsibility for
the Opryland theme park, The
Nashville Network and the
Grand Ole Opry.
The announcement was made
by Ennis Jordan, director of
human resources for Opryland
USA Inc.
Prior to coming to Opryland,
Jeffrey worked in corporate personnel at Service Merchandise.
He is a native of Murray. Jeffrey received his bachelor of
science degree from Murray
State University, a master's of
theology degree from Southern
Methodist University and a doctorate in pastoral counseling
from Vanderbilt University.
Jeffrey has been with
Opryland since 1981.

City Council to
meet at City Hall
The Murray City 'Zanineil will
meet at 7:30 p.m tonight in City
Hall.
Items on the agenda are to include report on bids for sewer
line extension from Old Benton
Highway. board appointments
and accounts payable.

vince them or will actually propose a tax increase this year.
A much more likely scenario,
they said, was that little would
be done this session and Mrs.
Collins would then call a special
session sometime after the fall
elections, probably in January
1985.
According to Rep. Richard
Turner, R-TOmpkinsville, that
plan is unfair to the Legislature,
especially to the 100 representatives who will face the voters
in November.
The lawmakers will be forced
to "run a lie" in their re-election
campaigns, said Turner, the
House minority floor leader.
Turner and three other
Republican leaders said there
should not be any delay in facing
up to the state's problems,
especially the financial ones.
And if that means raising
taxes, so be it. At least if all the
conditions are met.
"I wouldn't hesitate at all in
supporting a tax increase," said
Turner.
Turner said' he doubted,
though, .that he can be

convinced.
"There would have to be a lot
of things proved to me," added
Rep. Willard "Woody" Allen, RMorgantown.
Rep. Edward Holloway, RMiddletown, and Sen. Gene
Huff, R-London, said all of the
plans to reduce some services,
save money and still improve
education will have to be done
before considering a tax
increase.
'"rhere are dollars to be saved," said Holloway.
Turner admitted the pressure
Is on the Legislature to do
something about education in
Kentucky. "I don't think we can
continue to make excuses," he
said.
The evening news conference
was billed as the minority
response to the governor's State
of the Commonwealth speech
last week, but Allen said that title may be deceiving.
"How can you come back with
a response when nothing was
said," said Allen, House minority whip.
Each of the legislators

criticized the governor for failing to provide any concrete
answers to the questions facing
the state during her speech.
"She said she had a solution,"
said Turner. "We don't see it
yet."
Huff, Senate minority floor
leader, said some programs
should be delayed, others deferred and no new ones enacted
before a general tax increase is
considered. He mentioned
several ideas, but said he
doubted any real progress
before next year, when he
predicted a special session.
"The problem is everybody
agrees on generalities," said
Holloway, House minority
caucus chairman.
The Republicans all said they
want to work with the governor
and the Democratic majority in
the Legislature to solve the problems. "We will try to be as
vocal as we can in establishing
priorities," Huff said.
But Turner said the
Republicans will also promote
their own solutions if the governor fails to do so.
'

U.S., Vatican establish diplomatic
relations; Wilson expected for job
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States established full
diplomatic relations with the
Vatican today, under President
Reagan's belief that the importance of the ties outweighs
lingering Protestant opposition.
The first announcement came
froin the Vatican in a brief
statement:
"The Holy See and the United
States, wishing to develop their
already existing mutual, friendly relations, have decided in
common accord to establish between them diplomatic relations," said the statement, read
by the Rev. Romeo Panciroll
said.
Reagan is expected to
nominate William A. Wilson, as
the nation's first ambassador to
the Holy See. Wilson, 69, is a
California real-estate developer

Kirksey man
satisfactory
after shooting

who has long had close ties to
Reagali.
Wilson was appointed by
Reagan as his personal
representative to the Vatican
soon after taking office in 1981.
The Vatican will in turn appoint an ambassador, known as
a papal nuncio, to Washington.
It has been represented in
Washington by an apostolic
delegate.
The announcement did not
mention the names of the
envoys.
It is believed that Pope John
Paul II will name Archbishop
Pio Laghl, currently the
apostolic delegate to
Washington, to head the• Holy
See's diplomatic mission.
The United States has had informal ties with the Vatican during much of its history, and had
formal diplomatic relations
from 1848 until 1887, when most
of the papal states had fallen to
the new kingdom of Italy.
It wasn't until 1939 that informal relations resumed with the
appointment by President
Franklin D. Roosevelt of a per-

sonal representative to the Holy
See.
The Reagan administration
believes that the importance of
the Vatican and the global
humanitarian and moral role of
Pope John Paul II justifies the
move. There is also a political
interest, since it will appeal to
Catholic voters in this country.
In signaling last Oct. 7 that
diplomatic ties were contemplated, the State Department said in a statement that
"upgrading the status of our
relations could underscorathe
respect we have for the constructive role which Pope John
Paul II and his predecessors
have played in furthering the
cause of peace, justice and liberty in the world today."
More than 100 nations already
are represented in the Vatican
by ambassadors.
The establishment of
diplomatic relations officially
will be with the Holy See, the
governmental entity of the
Roman Catholic Church which
administers the Vatican.

Auto title, registration

A 26-year-old Kirksey man,
Ricky Stone, was listed in
satisfactory condition in intensive care at MurratCalloway
County Hosptial this morning
after being shot twice Monday
afternoon.
Stone was shot once in the
Dr. John Stephenson, deputy
lower left back and a second
secretary for the department of
time in the left hand during a
vehicle regulation, said he is
domestic disturbance at the
working on ways to improve
residence of Dorothy
Kentucky's vehicle titling and
Lawerence, Rt. 1, Kirksey, acregistration system.
cording to Calloway County
Stephenson said he is looking
Sheriff David Salentine.
at the state's regulations and
Salentine stated that
laws and wW propose ways of
Lawrence, 47, and Ste had'
making the system easier for
been living at the same
the states automobile owners
residence when the incident ocand dealers.
curred. The sheriff added the
The new title law was imshooting was possibly the result
plemented last September.
of "alcohol -related
Under the system, vehicles are
circumstances."
registered in the county of
According to the sheriff, apresidence. Vehicle titles are
proximately five-to-six shots
issued from Frankfort.
were fired from a .22 'caliber
On Jan. 3. another law went Inpistol during die altercation.
to effect that requires vehicles
Lawrence was lodged in the
owners to pay the property tax
Calloway County Jail on firston their cars at the time they are
degree assault charges She is
registered. The property tax is
scheduled to appear before
collected by the county clerks
District Judge David Buckfor the Revenue Cabinet.
ingham Wednesday afternoon,
"With the implementation of
Balentine noted.
these two major changes in a

improvements sought
short period of time, we have experienced some problems,"
Stephenson said. "And there is
understandable confusion on the
part of the public.
"Most of the problems will
disappear as everyone becomes
more familiar with the system,"
he said.
"We have contact people
working with the county clerks
and vehicle dealers to solve problems as soon as they occur," he
said.
The department of information systems, which manages
the computer system, has twenty teams working the county
Clerks offices on tecnnical
problems.
"I will be working with
Revenue Secretary Gary Gillis
to improve our current methods
for registering cars and collecting the tax on vehicles,"
Stephenson said
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War on the poor?

Lite
ig
h.
it

The strong economic recovery now in progress
is putting the critics of Reaganomics on the
defensive. Still, everyone knows the White House
has savaged social welfare programs by cutting
mercilessly at their budgets. Isn't that so?
We invite readers to decide for themselves.
What follows are figures culled from the official
federal budgets for the last budgetary year
(fiscal 1981) of the Carter administration and the
Reagan administration's just-completed fiscal
year 1983.
Social Security: Carter, $138 billion; Reagan,
$170 billion.
Food and nutrition assistance: Carter, $16.2
billion; Reagan, $17.8 billion.
Housing assistance; Carter, $6.9 billion;
Reagan, $9.6 billion.
Medicaid; Carter, $16.9 billion; Reagan, $19.3
billion.
Medicare; Carter, $39.1 billion, Reagan, $57.4
billion.
Consumer and occupational health and safety:
Carter, $1.04 billion; Reagan, $1.07 billion.
Aid to famlles of dependent children (AFDC
program): Carter, $8.5 billion; Reagan, $8.2
billion.
The list goes on and on. The Reagan administration is also paying out substantially
more than its predecessor for food stamps, supplemental security income (SST), health
research, unemployment compensation, and for
federal employee retirement and disability programs, among others.
Overall, income-security programs increased
from $225 billion in President Carter's last year
to about $282.4 billion in the fiscal year that ended Sept. 80. Health programs went from $70.3
billion in 1981 to $82.3 billion in fiscal year 1983.
The entire federal budget increased from $657.2
billion in fiscal 1981 to about $795.9 billion in
fiscal 1983.
So, you be the judge. Is President Reagan a
heartless skinflint, starving the poor and robbing
them of every federal benefit? Or is Mr. Reagan
living up to his promise to maintain a social
welfare "safety net" as he tries to cut judiciously, reduce the rate of increase in federal spending, and provide every possible incentive for
economic growth?

Pensions, politics
The sweeping reforms of Social Security passed by Congress last spring are only now going to
be felt by the retired and disabled beneficiaries
of the system and by workers and employers who
are supporting it through the payroll tax.
The tax rises again with the beginning of the
new year - from 13.4 percent shared by
employee and employer, to 14 percent, while the
maximum covered earnings rise from $35,700 to
$37,800. Retirees in upper income brackets will
begin paying taxes on their Social Security.
Coverage will henceforth be mandatory for new
federal employees and the employees of nonprofit orgaizations.
Other reforms will have their impact later among them one of the most controversial to be
included when this politically sensitive issue was
_ before Congress. The cost-of-living increase in
benefits that ordinarily would have been applied
on July 1, 1984, will not be paid-until Jan. 1, 1985.
The six-month delay has both an immediate and
long-term effect in reducing costs, and is a key
element in keeping Social Security in the black.
All of this forms the background for the administration's proposal to postpone a midyear
cost-of-living increase in the pensions for 3.2
million retired federal employees and military
personnel. Following the Social Security pattern,
it would be delayed for six months, until next
Jan. 1.
Rep. John Erlenborn, the Illinois Republican
who is a leading advocate of reform of the
federal pension system, said he anticipates congressional resistance to the delay because it is an
election year. Surely members of Congress are
not such slaves of politics. Those who voted during the non-election year of 1983 to delay the
Social Security increase can surely see the
fairness in approving a similar delay in other
government pensions, election year or not.
Reform of the federal pension system has not
commanded the attention accorded to Social
Security reform, but the subject is as worthy of
congressional attention. Erlenborn points out
that the unfunded liability of the civil service and
military retirement systems now exceeds $1
trillion. The six-month delay in the next benefit
increase may be a mild form of medicine compared to reforms that lie ahead - probably to be
enacted in one of those safe, odd-numbered
years.
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garrott's galley

by nix. garrott

Gasey's 'Miss Future Home Economist of 1958'
turned out to be a pretty important lady
Back in 1958, my friend, C.
Wayne (Gasey) Doran, 909
Sycamore, was in Owensboro as
general manager of Kengas, Inc.,
before coming to Murray as
superintendent of the Murray
Natural Gas System for five years.
Also, at the time, Wayne - who,
as did I, grew up in Mayfield - was
president of the Kentucky LP-CA
Association.
They were having their annual
state-wide meeting at the old
Phoenix Hotel in Lexington, and
one of the high points of the
meeting was the crowning of "Miss
Future Home Economist of 1958."
A bevy of pretty young ladies from
across the state were competing
for tha title.
Wayne shared with me the other
day a picture from that meeting,
reprinted in the recent NovemberDecember edition of the Kentucky
LP Gas News. It had been sent to
him by an Owensboro friend.
Wayne, trim and with a headful
of dark wavy hair, was pictured on
one side of a stage. Walking toward
him from the other side was the
winner of the contest, a pretty,
20-year-old blonde from Shelbyville
by the name of Martha Layne Hall.
It was Wayne's privilege to
crown her with a rhinestone tiara
and to present her with a silver
tray, a $100 check and an armful of
red roses.
Today, the Kentucky LP-CA
Association's "Miss Future Home
Economist of 1958" is Kentucky's
recently.inauguarated governor Martha Layne Collins.
Did Wayne remind Mrs. Collins

of this when she was campaigning
in Calloway County last year?
No, he said. He had forgotten all
about it until his Owensboro friend
sent him the picture. "But you can
bet I will the next time she comes
to town, though," he laughed.
• • •
One day not long ago when we
were shivering through all that
zero and sub-zero weather, I met
John Dale in one of the corridors at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
John, as you know, is the
minister at the 7th & Poplar Street
Church of Christ. Fourteen
members of his congregation were
In the hospital, and he was checking on them.
"John," I asked, "with your pull
with the Almighty, can't you get
something done about all this cold
weather?"
"Sorry, I'm afraid not," he
replied with that big smile of his. "I
wish I could, but I'm in sales, not
management."
• • •
One of the greatest satisfactions
you get out of living in a college
town, and especially working on a
college campus, is seeing the
students go out and do well in their
chosen fields.
The other night we were in
Louisville watching the news on
television and there was Laura
Case, who worked as a student in
our office at Murray State some
years ago, and whom we sponsored
in more than one beauty contest. I
thought for a while Laura, who is a
pretty brunette, was going to
become a professional beauty

contestant.
Now, though, she is the weather
girl on WAVE-TV in Louisville. She
came to Murray from Shively,
which is a Louisville suburb.
On the other big Louisville TV
station as the anchorwoman on the
evening news broadcasts at WHASTV is Jackie Hays, who came to
Murray State from Paris, Tenn.
Jackie, you will remember, was at
Channel 6, Paducah, for awhile
before going to Louisville. One of
these days she is going to be on the
national level like Jane Pauley,
Barbara Walters and the others just mark my words.
One of my early columns was
about Jackie. She was a freshman
at MSU, and had just been elected
"Miss Rodeo U.S.A."
Then, not long ago I met a long,
lanky fellow with a bushy head of
hair coming along a hallway at the
local hospital, white coat flowing
out behind him and with a
stethoscope hanging from his neck.
It was Jay Pitman, W.J. and
Martha's oldest, who is in the short
rows of medical school at the
University of Kentucky. When he is
home, Jay, who really gets upset
whenever he thinks he is not going
to get an "A" out of a course, works
In the office of one of the local
doctors.
Last Saturday, we had a pleasant
surprise when Pam Foster knocked at our door and came in for a
visit. Pam used to live right behind
us on South 9th Street and worked
for a while in our public relations
office at Murray State.
She graduated from Calloway

County High school in 1976, and attended Murray State for a while
before moving to chicago and
eventually to Dallas, Tex., Today,
she is marketing director of a huge
mall, Irving Mall, at Irving, a
suburb of Dallas and where the
Dallas Cowboys play their home
games.
Rebecca Dublin was our
secretary when Pam worked with
us as a student employee, and she
is quick to credit Rebecca with
teaching her a lot of the public relations basics with which we worked
every day and which are coming in
so handy for her in her work today.
There are 80 stores in. Pam's
mall today, but once a current expansion project is complete, this
will increase to 140. Of these, 24 will
be shoe stores alone.
Pam's mother, Marge (Mrs.
Clyde) Hitz, and her step-father
have just recently moved back to
Murray after a couple years in
Florida and have bought a home on
South 8th Street.
Pam, looking every inch a young
lady from "Big D," was back for a
few days with them.

looking back
Ten years ago
Parts of Calloway County were
still without electricity at about 11
a.m. today as crews from the West
Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation were
working to restore current to the
area. This was caused by ice on the
trees.
Elected as officers of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons were J.P. Parker, Hollie
Alderdice, Joe F. Lasater, ha E.
Douglas, Buel E. Stalls, Pete
Farley, Cecil Lovett, Carl Miller,
John W. Kirk, Howard McNeely,
James S. Tipton and Joe Pat
Farley.
Steve Wanger, Allen Blaustein
and Steve Reed were winners of the
recently sponsored circulation contest for carriers of the Murray
Ledger & Times, according to Ted P.
Delaney, circulation manager.
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senate week in review

by sen. grog higdon

First week in senate
highlighted by Higdon
As most of you are already
aware, the 1984 General Assembly
got under way last week. As in 1982,
I plan to write a weekly column on
the Legislature's action from the
previous week.
Our work last week was
highlighted by a special conference
on education and the governor's
State of the Commonwealth
Address
But before those events, we had
the usual chore of swearing in new
members and electing leadership
Fourteen returning lawmakers
from the state's odd-numbered
'districts as well as five new faces
were welcomed to the Senate.
Since we held an organizational
session last January, our leadership was essentially in place.
However, there were some
changes in the Republican leadership due to the departure of Minority Floor Leader Jim Bunning, who
ran for governor in 1983.
Sen. Gene Huff of London was
selected as the new Republican
floor leader. He had been serving
as that parte!excitucus
.
The new caucus chairman will be
Clyde Middleton. a former
Republican whip from Ft. Mitchell.
Otherwise our leadership remains as selected in 1983 with the
exception of the new Senate President, Lt. Gov. Steve Beshear, of

coarse.
We also approved rules for the
chamber to follow and appointed
the members of our 15 standing
committees. I will be serving on
the Banking and Insurance, Health
and Welfare and Capital Construction and Equipment Purchase
Oversight Committees daring the
1984 session. In addition, I am vice
chairman of the Argriculture and
Natural Resources Committee.
I have also been appointed to the
select Rules Committee, The Rules
Committee establishes and
oversees the rules followed by the
body. I was very pleased by the
vote of confidence from my colleagues alio named me to this
panel.
Because of a special two-day conference on education, most of our
committee work was postponed until the second week of the session.
At that conference, officials from
other states shared with us some of
their unique approaches to improving education - knowledge that
will be vital if, as I expect, education emerges as one of the r!”.r
issues during the session.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins has
already made It known that education will be one of her top priorities
I only hope we can resolve the
budget difficulties that stand in the
way of so many needed programs.

•••

And, speaking of the governor,
our week's activities were
highlighted on Thursday night
when Collins presented her State of
the Commonwealth Address to a
joint session.
The governor said that despite
the gloom-and-doom that have
marked recent revenue projection,
she plans to submit a balanced
budget within existing revenues
This apparent pledge of no new
taxes will certainly be welcomed
by Kentucky taxpayers - and by
those of us in the Legislature - but
it remains to be seen if this
praiseworthy goal can be pulled
off, considering our severe financial
Remember, there are several
toll-free phone lines available to
keep up with General Assembly ac-tion. We have a bill-status line,
1-800-372-2993, for updates on
legislation. You can leave a
message for me or other
lawmakers at 1-800-372-2985. For a
recording of daily committee
meetings, call 1-800-372-7100 And,
don't forget you can Phew* write
me at the State Capitol, Frankfort,
Ky. 40601
I also would like to take this opportunity to wish all my constituents in Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman and
Trigg Counties a most happy 1984.

---
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Twenty years ago
Murray State College has been
granted $64,200 by National
Science Founation to conduct a
summer science institute for
secondary school teachers of
general science, according to Dr.
Ralph H. Woods, president.
Local students participating in
the Kentucky All-State Chorus and
Band at Bowling Green are Sheila
Cooper, Mike Charlton and Larry
Salmon, Calloway County High
School; Diane Vaughn, Ginny
Shelton, Beverly Goode, Patty
Pasco and Stanley Jewell, Murray
High School. They are accompanied by' their teachers, Mrs.
Josiah Darnall, Calloway, and
Mrs. John Bowker and Phil
Shelton, Murray.
Recent-births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert McCage.
Thirty years ago
"There will be a great need this
year to raise our quota in the polio
drive. Sixtee people, mostly
children, in Callowa County ere hit
by polio this year. Ray Brownfield
said the local chapter spent $3,000
on these 16 people. The National
Foundation spent about $4,500 on
the Gamma Globulin Inoculations
given in the county," from column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray"
by James C Williams.

letter to the editor
Need Line says thanks
To The Editor:
I wish to take this means to thank
the many, many people who so
generously gave of time, money,
clothes, household items and food
to Need Line during 1983. As we
look back on 1983, we are again
reminded of the goodness of
Calloway Countians. Never before
has the need been so great and the
cotimmunity so generous.
As we look forward to 1984, we do
so with hope because those same
Calloway Countains are still there
and, we are confident, will continue
to support Need Line.
Thanks to all who helped with
Christmas; the cooperation was
,
„
- rest. :---.:Aboxes and toys we.v
delivered to 124 families 1462
persons).
May God's love and peace be
with each of you in 1984.
Sincerely,
Euple E. Ward
Director
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Coming community.events
Tuesday,Jan. 10
Tuesday. Jan. 10
Murray TOPS (take Peoples Bank.
__—
off pounds sensibly)
Young Baptist Women
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
of Westside Baptist
at Health Center.
Church will _meet at 7
Calloway County p.m. in home of Carol
Chapter of American Turner.
Red Cross will meet at 5
p.m. at Calloway Public
Hattie Lee Galloway
Library.
WMU Group of Westside
Baptist Church- will
Northside Baptist meet at 7 p.m. at
Church Women will church.
meet with Judy Jones at
Group III of CWF of
7 p.m.
First Christian Church
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Murray Branch of home of Sheila Shaw.
American Association
of University Women
Singles Class will
will meet at 7 p.m..in meet at 7 p.m. at
Community Room of Seventh and Poplar
North Branch of Church of Christ.

Country Dinner Plates
$359
Chosce Of Meat N' Three Vegetables
Baked Turkey, Baked Ham, Country Steak
urnip Greens
Kernel Corn
hite Beans
ried Okra

Green Beans
Brown Rice
Slaw
5 Cup Salad

Tuesday, Jan. 10
Tuesday, Jan. 10
Preschool
Murray
January Bible Study
will be at 6,:30 p.m. at Collooration will meet at
7 p.m. in the classroom
First Baptist Church.
of Early Childhood
Murray Lions Club is Education Center, Murscheduled to meet at ray State University.
6:30 p.m. at Murray
Carter -Robertson
Woman's Club House.
Parent-Teacher
Alcoholics Organization will have a
Anonymous will meet at skating party from 6 to 8
8 p.m. in west side of p.m. at Roller Skating of
Livestock and Exposi- Murray.
tion Center.
Wednesday, Jan. 11
The meeting of the
Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the New Concord
Eastern Star will meet Homemakers Club has
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge been canceled.
hall.
Murray Art Guilcrwill
Officers of Murray be open from 10 a.m. to 4
Moose Lodge will meet p.m. for persons desiring to paint or just to
at 7 p.m.
visit.
Murray Optimist Club
Murray-Calloway
will sponsor an
Oratorical Contest for County Ministerial
boys and girls, age 16 Association will meet at
and under, at 7 p.m. in 1:30 p.m. in dining room
Special Education of Murray-Calloway
Building, Murray State County Hospital.
University. For inforPottertown
mation call Bill Rouse.

7:30 p.m.

The Single Connection
Free blood pressure will meet at 7 p.m. in
tests will be given from Education Building,
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at First United Methodist
Hazel Community Church. For informaCenter.

Thursday, Jan. 12
Thursday, Jan. 12
tion call 436-2174, or 436-2363.
762-6856 or 7594046.
Murray State UniverMurray -Caloway.
sity Libraries will be
County La Leche open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
League will meet at 7 p.m.
p.m. at 1306 Sycamore
Mission Board of
St. For information call
Blood River Baptist
753-8771.
Association will meet at
West Kentucky 6 p.m. at Memorial BapChapter of American tist Church.
Lupus Society will meet
Mothers Day Out will
at 7 p.m. in Classroom
No. 1, Lourdes Hospital,. be at 9 a.m. at Good
Shepherd United
Paducah.
Methodist Church.
Alcoholics
Mothers Day Out will
Anonymous and AlAnon will have a closed be at 9 a.m. at First
meeting at 8 p.m. at Baptist Church.
First Christian Church,
Exercise Class will be
Benton. For AA information call 753-0061, at 11 a.m. at First Bap762-3399 or 753-7764, and tist Church.
for Al-Anon call 753-5094
Winter bowling
or 753-7663. .
leagues of First Baptist
Helping Hands will Church will be from 7 to
meet at 10a.m. at home 9 p.m. Call the church
of Beverly DeVries. For office, 753-1854, for
information call 436-2663 information.

Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers.

Stuffed Baked Potato $159
Melted Cheddar Cheese And Bacon Bit
Fresh Baked Cobbler
With Ice Cream $ 1 25
Cobbler Only *1 1°

Murray Bass Club is
scheduled' to meet at
7:30 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

Friday and Saturday Night
Seafood Buffet

Murray -Caloway.
County Heart Unit, Kentucky Affiliate to
America Heart Association, will meet at 10 a.m.
in the home of Anna
Stahler:

$ 1 With
49Garlic Extra
Bread

095
Seven Seas
Restaurant

Wed 59'

$1
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99 Special For Kids

BETA

Activities at, Westside
Baptist Church will be
fellowship meal at 6
p.m.; teacher training
at 6:30 p.m.; prayer service and mission groups
at 7 p.m.; adult choir
practice at 8 p.m.

BETA
BETA
Murray's First Movie Store
Is Proud To Announce It's
Addition Of The Full Line Of
Beta Movies For Rent Or Sale

CALL OR COME IN
FOR DETAILS

-
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Murray State University Libraries will be
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.
Exercise will be at 7
p.m. at Murray Moose
Lodge.
---L.I.F.E. Youth Group
wW mee at 7:30 p.m. at
Calvary Temple
Church.

Wednesday 1 1 AM-1011061
pnre
you no,t
hi•tt NO

si

Wednesday, Jan. 11
Wednesday, Jan. 11
Homemakers Club Will to be served at 5:46 p.m.
meet at 10 a.m. al Colonial House
An Altar Guild TrainSmorgasbord.
ing Session will be at
10:30 a.m. at St. John's
South Pleasant Grove Episcopal Church.
Homemaker4 Club will
Thursday, Jan. 12
meet at 1:30 p.m. in
Dexter Homemakers
home of Martha
Club is scheduled to
Butterworth.
meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Dexter
Center.
Grove
Harris
-Homemakers Club will
Front Porch Swing is
meet at 10 a.m. at Ellis
Center. Each one should scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at First Christian
bring a sack lunch.
Church.
Circles of First United
Murray Chapter No.
Methodist Church
Women will meet as 92 Royal Arch Masons
follows: Wesleyan with will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Alice 'Koenecke at 7 lodge hall.
p.m.; Hannah with
Coldwater Baptist
Suzanne Keesler and
Ruth Wilson with Church VVMU will meet
Virginia Hale, both at at 7 p.m.

An
Vetei
held'

TOOM

DECEMBER MEETING — The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughter's
of the American Revolution met on pturday, Dec. 10, at 1:30 p.m. at the Holiday
Inn. Mrs. Glen Hodges, right, was hswith Mrs. John Livesay who was unable
to attend because of illness. '
left is Mrs. Gaylord Forrest and in center,
Mrs. William Gregory, corrpsponding setretary. The Chapter will meet Saturday,
Jan. 14, at 1:30 p.m. at Dakota Feed and Grain with Mrs. James Byrn, chapter
regent, as hostess.

Newborns, dismissals released

Events at First
Census at Murray- Stockdale, Rt. 4, BenPresbyterian Church
will be choir practice Calloway County ton; Mrs. Clara Nell
and youth grottp at 6:30 Hospital for Wednes- Haward, Rt. 1,
p.m. and session meting day, Jan. 4, was 110 Farmington;
adults and five in
Mrs. Mable E.
at 7:30 p.m.
nursery.
Gamlin, Rt. 1, Puryear,
--No newborn admis- Tenn,i, Mrs. Minnie M.
Events at First ChrisPittman, New Concord;
tian Church will •, be sions were listed.
Dismissals were, as John Shendock, Hazel;
Youth Club dinner at
Eugene Youngblood
5:30 p.m. followed by follows:
Mrs. Christa L. (expired), MCCH Conmeeting, and Bethel BiBurnett and baby boy, valescent Division.
ble Class U at 7 p.m.
Rt. 4, Mayfield; Miss
Crystal
D. Wyatt, Rt. 1,
Joint meeting of WMU,
Census at MurrayCouncil and Baptist Hazel; Wayne Eugene
Women Group Leaders Thompson, 803 Vine St.; Calloway County
will be at 4:45 p.m. at Mrs. Debra L. Henson, Hospital for Thursday,
Rt. 1, Benton;
Jan. 5, was not listed on
First Baptist Curch..
Mrs. Brenda 0. Sykes, the reported filed by the
Exercise Class will be Hazel; Randal H. hospital.
Newborn admissions
at 11 a.m. at First Bap- Wilson, 1514 Canterbury
Dr.; Mrs. Diane E. were as follows:
Wit Church.
Kellie, 1522 London Dr.;
Baby Girl Daniels,
January Bible Study Robert V. Clark, Rt. 8;
mother, Rachael, Rt. 3;
Mrs. Fannie Slater,
will be at 6:30 p.m. at
Baby Girl Hartafield,
First Baptist Church Rt. 6; Charles E. Slater, mother, Lottie, 203
with fellowship supper Rt. 6; Mrs. Anita L. North L.P. Miller St.

Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Doris A. Bledsoe
and baby boy, Calvert
City; Mrs. Rebecca J.
Lanier, Rt. 7; Mrs.
Sheila Finch, Rt. 5, Benton; Mrs. Juanita R.
McDaniel, Rt. 2;
Mrs. Virginia A.
Worley, Rt. *1, Hazel.;
Lenith A. Rogers, 1714
Miller Ave.; Mrs. Eva
L. Bynum, Rt. 3; Miss
Lore B. Landolt, Box
998, Murray; Miss
Minium G. Sweatman,
200B Riviera Cts.;
Mrs. Brenda S. Allen,
Rt. 2, Fancy Farm;
Charles W. Reeves,
Hazel; Mrs. Minnie Carraway, Rt. 4; Edward
E. Bucy, Puryear,
Tenn.; Ray T. Lamb,
Rt. 1;
Continued on page 5
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North Fork News...

Many persons visit in area homes
By MRS. R.D. KEY
Jan. 2, 1984
This community was
saddened by the death
of a good friend and
neighbor, Hafford
Cooper, at his home on
Dec. 26.
Mrs. Jennie Sykes had
eye surgery on Dec. 30
at Henry County
General Hospital, Paris,
Tenn. She returned
home on Dec. 31 and is
now at the home of her
sister, Mrs. Sadie
Cooper, for a few days.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr and sons,
Rickie and Brian,
recently visited Mrs.
Jessie Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
Wilson were Thursday
gueilts in my home.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Bill Smith visited the
Rev, and Mrs. Jerry Lee
on Sunday evening, Dec.
18, after church.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
McCree visited the Rev.
and Mrs. Warren Sykes
Saturday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Blakely and daughter,
Karla, visited the Rev.
and Mrs. Jerry Lee
Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Peggy Farley
and son, Mark, of South
Haven, Miss., visited
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper
Jones during the
holidays.
The Rev. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes and son,
Mitch, Marilyn
Paschall, Jewel Key,

Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Sykes, Brian and Amanda Sykes, the Rev. and
Mrs. Jerry Lee and
daughter, Tabitha,
spent Christmas day
with Mrs. Jennie Sykes.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Wyatt and children, Guy
and Ginger, of
Nashville, Tenn., and
the Rev. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr and sons, Rickie
and Brian, spent the
holidays with the Rev.
and Mrs. Glynn Orr of
Puryear. Also visiting
were Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins, the Rev. and
Mrs. Jerry Lee, the
Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes and son, Mitch
and Morris Jenkins.
Gela Wyatt, Dorothy
Sykes, Susan Lee, Mr.
and Mrs. Gaylon H.
Morris and Mary Grace
visited Jessie Paschall
during the holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Jenkins and son, Adam,
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny
Jenkins, Hilda Orr, Mr.
and Mrs. Terry Orr and
Mrs. Eva Oliver. were
recent supper guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell
Hopkins and children,
Kenny, Kim and Kurk,
of Ohio have been the recent guests of Mrs.
Rufus Hopkins and Mrs.
Ovie Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Hopkins and son, Mike,

of Chicago, Ill., spent
the holidays with Mrs.
Rufus Hopkins and Mrs.
Ruby Owens. Other
guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Max Dale, Mr. and
Mrs Rex Owen and
children, Anissa and
Lori.
Mrs. Charlene Whitford and children, Matt
and Josh, of Gallatin,
Tenn., were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Paschall.
Mrs. Carlie B.
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Day and Mitch
Sykes were recent
guests of Mrs. Joetta
Paschall and children,
Marilyn and Steve.

Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Martin were the recent
guests of the Rev. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes.
Recent visitors of
Mrs. Ovie Wilson were
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
Mabern Key, Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Morris
and Morris Jenkins.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall's
water line froze and she
had to leave home until
it is in use. She is at the
home of her sister, Mrs.
Glynn Orr and Mr. Orr.

The Rev. and Mrs.
Warren Sykes and
Mitch Sykes were the
New Year's Eve supper
guests of the Rev. and
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Mrs. Jerry Lee. I was
Jenk!ns, Mrs. Eva disappointed I couldn't
Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. be with them because of
Tommy Jenkins and a cold and being confinson, Adam, Mr. and ed to my home all week.
Mrs. Kenny Jenkins, Most every one has been
Mrs. Hilda Orr and Mr. shut in because of icy
and Mrs. Terry Orr roads.
were recent dinner
Mrs. James Grooms
guests of Mrs. Bertie
visited Mrs. Sadie
Jenkins.
Cooper and Mrs. Jennie
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Sykes Sunday afterMeridith of Mur- noon. Visitors on Monfreesboro, Tenn., were day were Judy Sumthe recent guests of the mers and Harvey Hugh
Rev. and Mrs. James Paschall. The latter two
Phelps.
visited in my home on
Monday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Tarkington and sons,
"Happy New Year!"
David and Jeff, of Texas May 1984 be the best
were the recent guests year ever and be
of Mr. and Mrs. Enloe thankful of what we
Tarkington and Mrs. have and everything as
Brown Flood. They had well as it is for never
to travel on ice enroute nothing so bad but what
home.
- could be worse.

DATEBOOK
Matthew McCaskill born
Dr. and Mrs. Samuel G. McCaskill, Jr., 16
Green Valley Drive, Paris, Tenn., are the
parents of a son, Matthew William, weighing
eight pounds three ounces, born on Wednesday,
Jan. 4, at Henry County General Hospital, Paris.
The mother is the former Patricia Ann O'Lear.
The McCaskills are former residents of Murray.

Vietnam meeting here

Students get high grades

An informational meeting for Vietnam
Veterans and other interested pk
rsorf will be
held Tuesday, Jan. 17, at 7:30 p.m. the meeting
room at Pagliai's Restaurant, Mu
y, The area
for discussion will be the Vietnam Veterans'
Bonus Bill which is now pending in the state
legislature. More information will be available
at the meeting.

WMU plans meeting

•

The WISTU of the Coldwater Baptist Church will
meet Thursday, Jan. 12, at 7 p.m. at the church.
All members and interested persons are invited
and urged to attend.

Tennis play Thursday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play Thursday, Jan.12, at Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet at 8:30 a.m. at
the entrance of Murray-Calloway County Park

Time lists best sellers
Current best seller
books for the week of
Jan. 8 as released by
Time magazine were as
follows:
FICTION
1. "Poland," James
Michener
2. "Pet Sematary,"
Stephen King
3. "Who Killed the
Robins Family?"
Thomas Chastain
4. "The Name of the
Rose," Umberto Eco
5. "The Saga of Baby
Divine," Bette Midler
6. "The Robots of

on Arcadia Drive to go to Kenlake.
The line up is as follows: Court One — Annette
Alexander, Renee Wynn, Kathy Kopperud and
Marilyn Germann; Court Two — Cecelia Brock,
Alice Rouse, Laura Miller and Cathy Mattis;
Court Three — Carol Waller, Dianne Buckingham, Kay Ray and Vicky Holton; Court Four
— Martha Andrus, Leisa Faughn, Vickie Jones
and Cindy Dunn.

Rita Cummings of Calloway County obtained a
perfect 4.0 grade point a'verage for the 1983 fall
semester at Paducah Community College. From
Graves County were Eddie Brooks, Cheryl
Browning, Marsha Byrn, Linda Cavitt, Shane
Clapp, Janie Hendley, Brandley Montgomery,
Dana Wilford and Marie Woods. From Marshall
County were Nancy Brien, Lesa Burkeen, Rena
Butler, Tina Butler, Denise Dancy, Rachelle
Haus, Bonnie Johnson, Mitzi Lewis and Ronda
Redden.
Students obtaining a 3.5 or better grade point
average were: Lisa Tabers and Bruce Taylor,
Calloway County; Mark Adams, Debra Bell,
Robin Bruce, Anna Hamlet, Vernon Hill, Kathy
Lee, William Martin, Bruce McGary, Rhonda
Merrick, Dale Ray, Pamela Shpwash, Donald
Spicer, Patricia Toon, Roxanne Toon, Georgia
Vandervelde, Linda Woodward and Matthew
Doom, Graves County; Teri Barrett, Jayne
Canter, Jerry Castleberry, Mary Derington,
Cleta Devine, Tammy Gregory, Kathryn
Krouse, Donna Lehman and Tina Payne, Marshall County.

Dumstorf-Pierce vows said
Miss Judy L.
Dumstorf and James
(Mickey) Pierce were
married on Saturday,
Dec. 31.
The Rev. Louis
Piskula performed the
ceremony at 2 p.m. at
St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
The Rev. Gerald
Tabers of Murray read
the Gospel and led the
Responsonial Psalm
The bride is the
daughter of Mrs. Shirley
Ann Dumstorf of
Louisville and Gerard
0. Dumstorf of Jeffersonville, Ind.
The groom is the son
of Mrs. Mary Ruth
Pierce and the late
James H. Pierce.
Mrs. Nancy Fried
served as the matron of
honor. The bridesmaid
was Miss Shannon
Pierce.
Don Maupin was best
man. The groomsman
was Trey Nall.
A reception followed
the ceremony.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Pierce are residing in
Murray.

Dancing scheduled

League plans meeting

Singles plan discussion

DeVantis 11
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Mr. and Mrs. James (Mickey) Pierce
Down Concord Way...

Writer praises work, local persons

By ESTELLE
Mrs. Blanche
SPICELAND
Spiceland spent
As we look out on the Christmas
in Dearborn,
frozen world and hear of Mich.
, with her
calamities, frozen water daughter's
family, the
pipes, wrecks, fires, ex- Robert Hicks.
She
plosions, floods, avalan- returned
to Calloway
ches and untold misery, County
in time to
it is hard to think that prepare
New Year's
the sun will ever shine dinner
for other
again. Yet it always relatives.
has.
Porter and Opal
During the past holi- Holland of 201
Irvan St.,
day season or record Murray, continue
d their
breaking cold, there has Christmas
Eve custom
also been evidences of of having
"potluck" dinrecord breaking charity ner at their
home for
with individuals and relatives.
organizations going the
Opal finds times to
last mile to alleviate the mix busines
s with
suffering and needs of pleasure.
humanity.
She is accepting donaFiremen, Rescue tions
for the permanent
Squads, law enforce- upkeep
of a cemetery
ment officers, nurses,
past Poplar Spring Bapdoctors and many tist
Church where the
others deserve praise.
first to be buried there
War news is depress- was John
C. McCuiston,
ing as is the knowledge
Since then McCuistons,
that prisons are Boyds,
Pittmans and
overflowing and drug others
have been laid to
and alcohol addiction in- rest
where now, nearby,
creasing. But God is still is a park
on a lake side
in His Heaven. Matthew where
the silence is
28:18 says "All power is broken
by the sound of
given unto me in
Heaven and in earth."
So the reins are in His
Hands.
May updated schools
Harry A. Kamin, 1498
be allowed to teach that
Clayshire Dr.; Mrs.
important fact.
Christmas found Rema 0. West, Rt. 1,
many away from home Farmington; Mrs.
as usual. Two local Goldie C. Cole, 508 South
fathers visited families. Eighth St.; Mrs. Rhoda
New Concord M. Moore (expired) 514
Postmaster Tim Graves South Sixth St.
visited his son in
Denver, Colo. Otis
Census at MurrayLovins, 81, visited the
Gannons in Colorado Calloway County
Hospital for Friday,
Springs, Colo.
The Herman Lovins of Jan. 6, was 103 adults
Murray were in Lex- and four in nursery.
No newborn admisington where Mrs.
Loving underwent hip sions were listed.
Dismissals were as
surgery.
Our diminishing fami- follows:
Michael Wayne
ly ate Christmas dinner
Lemonds
, 4232 Toledo,
at the Oury Lovins'
home despite the lack of Detroit, Mich.; Steve E.
water after pipes froze. Bynum, Rt. 3; Miss
Our young neighbor,
Joe Pat Robertson, went
by plane on a preChristmas business trip
to New York.
The Auburn Sills,
owners of the late Hafford Adams farm, were
sent a Christmas gift of
an airplane ticket to use
for a trip to his sister's
and niece's homes near
Washington, D.C.

Dawn," Isaac Asimov
7. "Changes,"
Danielle Steel
Patsy Ann Crawford and Randy Lee McCallon
8. "The Wicked Day,"
of Calloway County were among some 113
Mary Stewart
,
9. "Hollywood students named to the Fall Dean's List at Lambuth College, Jackson, Tenn., according to Dr.
Wives," Jackie Collins
10. "Berlin Game," Charles Mayo, academic dean. Miss Crawford is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Iris Crawford and
Len Deighton
McCallon la the son of Mr. and Mrs. Rob
NON-FICTION
1. "Motherhood," Er- McCallon.
ma Bombeck
2. "The Best of James
Herriot"
Round and square dancing will be from 7:30 to
3. "In Search of Ex- 11 p.m.
on Friday, Jan. 13, and Saturday, Jan. 14,
cellence," Peters & at the
Lynn Grove Roller Rink.
Waterman
4. "On Wings of
Eagles," Ken Follett
Home-care can
5. "Megatrends,"
The Murray-Calloway County La Leche
John Naisbitt
League will meet Thursday, Jan. 12, at 7 p.m. at
help patients
6. "While Reagan 1306 Sycamore St. The
evening's topic will be
ROCHESTER, N.Y. Slept," Art Buchwald
"The Art of Breastfeeding and Overcoming Dif(AP) — Treating
7. "Vietnam: A ficulties." The local league
group offers informal
chronically or seriously History," Stanley
meetings, Ix lending library, breastfeeding help
ill patients at home Karnow
by telephone and access to the International Prorather than in a hospital
8. "Tough Times fessional Advisory Board, all free.
For further
or nursing home im- Never Last, but Tough
Information call 753-8771.
proves the quality of People Do," Robert
their lives and reduces Schullet
medical costs.
9. "Approaching
These conclusions Hoofbeats," Billy
The Single Connection will meet Thursday,
were drawn from an ex- Graham
Jan. 12, at 7 p.m. in a classroom on third floor of
perimental home-care
10. "Giant Steps," Education Building, First United Methodist
program funded by the Abdul-Jabbar & Church. The topic
for discussion will be "AsserNational Center for '<nobler
tiveness Training (Learning to say "No" and
Health Services
(Courtesy of Time, state your opinions tactfully). For more informaResearch and headed by the weekly news tion call Dick Hoffman
, 488-2174, or Billie Burton
Dr. Annemarie Groth- magazine)
at 762-6856, work, or 759-4045, home.
Junker of the University
of Rochester Medical
Center.
Mon-Sat
am to 3 pm
The "house -calls"
Lunch
Specia
ls
were made by a team
Y3 lb. Chop Steak
consisting of a doctor,
nurse-practitioner and
with Potato & Bread $229
social worker. Dr.
Groth-Junk_, nays,
The Best Haiiiildrger in Town,
"With this approach
Served with Fries. $1"
families should be able
to care for a sick
Choice of Bun. Rain. Onion or Kaiser
member at home, where
See Thursday's Ad
For information
they are often better off
We Deliver
753-1314
than in an institutional
zel
Br n
H
7
Mot CNN or Soup on Salad Bar
setting."

Students on Dean's List

rCY4

Newborns.

1 Kt. Gold
Bonded chains and
-Charms 691
'per inch
and up.
14 Kt gold beads of
all sizes.
call

55

motor boats.
The Kings Sons sang
Opal's mother was the old year out and the
Lena McCuiston Mc- new year in at Calvary
Clure, whose home was Baptist Church,
the famous handmade Paducah. Another
brick house, then the group also sang.
"Pink McCuiston"
house, once the Hamlin
As 1964 begins, a
house and now back to verse from a Spicelan
d
the Hamlin family.
niece's Christmas card
Anyone interested in is my desire:
"Lord,
the upkeep of this make me an instrume
nt
cemetery contact Opal of your peace. Where
Holland at M ray.,The there ,is hatred, let me
fund alread
growing. scikv love

Name can be in brick
/NEW ORLEANS
(AP) — People who
really want to be part of
the New Orleans scene
this summer can pay $25
to have visitors step all
over them — or at least
their names.
For that amount, a
historical society will
imprint a name on one
of the bricks being laid
on sidewalks at an
entertainment area of
the world's fair.
The Preservation
Resource Center says

only 10,000 bricks will be
available for personalizing. There can be only
one name per brick, and
it cannot exceed 24
letters.
Profits from the project are to support the
center's historical,
preservation exhibit at
the fair, scheduled to
open May 12 for a fix.
monthrun. The bricks
are being sold through
local Maison Blanche,
department stores.

Continued from page 4
Patricia G. Duncan, Rt. Rd.; Larrie Neil Clark,
1, Dexter; Mrs. Tammy 811 Sha Wa Ct.; Miss
L. Salyer and twins, a Alicia J. Godby, Rt. 1,
boy and girl, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.; Alvie
Benton;
Lonzo Latimer. Rt. 1,
Floyd C. Hayes, Rt. 4; Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Georgia E. Bailey,
Mrs. Ruth Tabers, Rt.
1015 Story Ave.; Mrs. 1, Almo; Wilburn L.
Norma J. Ladd, Rt. 1, Lee, Rt. 6; Finis E. InHardin; Mrs. Euple L. gram, Rt. 1, FarmButler, Rt. 1, Almo; ington; Carl Lockhart,
Bruce L. Pritchett, A15 Rt. 7; Mrs. Louise H.
Fox Meadows;
Overby, 1630 Farmer
Monty Lynn Morton, Ave.i;
Rt. 5; Mrs. Anita Curtis,
Charlie T. UnderRt. 4; Mrs. Reba F. wood, New Concord;
Holsapple, 1501 Mrs. Mary Christine
Chaucer; Charles A. Graham, 1415 A
Marello, 1701 Keenland; Hillwood Dr.; Mrs. Eula
J.B. Starks, Fox B. Lovett, Rt. 4, Benton;
Meadows Trailer Ct.;
Mrs. Flossie J. Mercer,
Miss Shannon L. Con- MCCI4 Convalescent
tri, 1707 College Farm Division.

Ballet Class
NVinter Semester
Twice o week for 16 weeks
Children
Tuesday & Thursday
4:00 - 5.00 p.m.
Adults
Tue.../nv& Thursday
5 00 - 6-30 p.m
One (loss per Week
$60 00 to. entlre Semester
Installments o 516 00 per morith
Two Ciosses per Week
$02.00 to. ent,,e Semester
S75.1011airer ""•Nollak

Nancy Z. Nerney
1,104 Peggy Ann Dr
murroy KY 42071
759 1445
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Tennessee govenor will seek tax increase
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — Gov. Lamar
Alexander is to address
the Tennessee
Legislature tonight to
try to sell a $350 million
election-year tax increase to reform
salaries for teachers
and state employees
and finance a wide
variety of other educational projects.
At the request of
Democratic House
Speaker Ned
McWherter, the
Republican governor
will not deliver a farreaching "State of the
State" address. Instead,
the speech will be

a year for superior primary actions to
classroom service, the education, state
Tennessee Education employee salaries and
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
Association wants a 20 taxes.
percent
Asked for the first
across-theDEAR DR. LAMB
I'm addressed envelope for it to prescription iron pills,
board increase for the sales tax increase in
63 arid in fairly good health. me, in care of this newspaThe doctor just says I
but I am hard of hearing. At per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
state's 46,500 public eight years. In 1976, the
first I thought people spoke City Station. New York, NY should be happy I don't have
Legislature increased
school teachers.
a
weight
problem.
in low voices and their enimAnd Ann Carr, ex- the rate from 3.5 per10019.
DEAR READER — Betciation was poor Finally I
ecutive director of the cent to 4.5 percent.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I'm ter see a different doctor.
realized the problem was
Tenness
ee State
a
20-year-old,
5-foot-4-inch
Unexplained weight loss is
me.
Asked the
Employees Association,
My doctor recommended woman. Since I was 13 I've usually because of a medical
lawmakers
for the first
said she had doubts
a hearing aid and told me I weighed 110 pounds, but disorder. High on the list are
time to exceed the
recently
about
$20
million
I've
lost
10
with
pounds.
overactive
an
thyroid and
would have to live with my
which Alexander pro- state's constitutional
Friends and family com- diabetes, though there are
problem the rest of my life.
poses to upgrade spending limit. A 1978
ment on how skinny and ill other causes.
Its very frustrating.
salaries for middle-level amendment to the state
Meanwhile, do the oppoI use the hearing aid, but I'm beginning to look. I've
Constitution limits init has limitations. The sound gone down one bra size and site of what we recommend
state employees.
is louder, but I often don't my pants barely stay on. I for losing body fat. Eat
"We wouldn't insist on creases in state spencompletely understand what eat three meals a day. Other more and eat between
an across-the-board in- ding to growth in Tenis said. Also, when two or than chasing my two chil- meals Eat high-calorie
crease," she said, "but nesseans' personal inmore persons are talking at dren around, I'm not very foods and decrease your
we'd like to have it come. But the amendthe same time, the hearing active. I'm losing about two physical activity if you can.
spread
as generally as ment also allows the
pounds a month. I also feel All of this is temporary, of
aid becomes a nuisanCe.
Legislature to exceed
possible."
Recently I read about an run down and when I stand course, until the cause of
the limit by passing a
In
calling
the session,
operation called a stapedec- up I feel like I'm going to your
weight loss is
law saying it will be
Alexander:
tomy to restore hearing. faint I take vitamins and explained.
Proclaimed the done.
Could this be true? Is this
first of 47 special sesthe miracle I've been waitState spending, if
NASHVILLE, Tenn. that way," said Self, an whether to legalize sions called to pre-empt Alexander's proposals
ing for?
DEAR READER
(AP) — Tennessee official with the Ten- parimutuel betting.
a regular session since are adopted, would, inA stapedectomy is helpful in
voters should decide nessee Baptist
About $200- million Tennessee became a crease by 17.7 percent
many” cases for the hearing
whether to legalize Convention.
would be generated an- state in 1796. The 93rd during the year beginnloss called otosclerosis The
parimutuel betting, but
Dog racing would not nually in Tennessee if General Assembly was ing July 1. The Universitiny bones in the middle ear
LEXINGTON, Ky. in Birmingham only horse racing ought bring the same horse
racing is approv- to begin at noon, but ty of Tennessee Bureau
are frozen together Freeing (AP) — Bob
Davis, remembers Davis as "a to be permitted in the economic benefits to ed, according to a Mem- Alexander's call for the ef Business Research
them and allowing them to
recently appointed state good coach ... a good state, a task force says. Tennessee that horse phis
State University special session to begin estimates that personal
vibrate may indeed restore
commiss
ioner of friend of basketball."
The panel studying racing would, said Reba study commissioned by at 11 a.m., CST, limits income will grow by 10.5
the hearing in some patients.
While at Auburn', legalized gambling in Wilcoxon, another task the task force. Ken the lawmakers' percent.
But many people have a tourism, says there's a
different form of hearing lot of similarity between Davis usually said ex- Tennessee voted Mon- force member.
Burns, director of the
loss that is related to special politics and sports.
actly what he thought. day to exclude dog rac"I think the dog rac- university's Office of
"You've got to win to "I call it like it is," he ing from its report to the ing might dissipate the Business
hearing cells in the inner
and Economic
ear, the hearing nerve itself stay on, and everybody said, adding that his Senate because some benefits of the horse
Research, said the state
or the hearing cells in the in town knows more style occasionally of- task force members feel racing," said
Ms. would receive $11.5
brain. When this is the prob- about your business fended people in the greyhound racing is a
Wilcoxon, associate vice million each year.
lem. a stapedectomy will not than you do," said sports
world as it cruel sport.
PIKEVILLE, Ky. recommended the death
chancellor for universiUnder last year's bill,
help at all.
Davis, outspoken sometimes does in
Rep.
Jim
McKinney,
(AP)
— A lawyer says a be ruled a suicide.
relations
ty
Vanderat
Davidson
County
could
When surgery cannot corbasketball coach at political life.
State police Trooper
Democratic
the
caucus
coroner's
inquest into
bilt
University.
have held a referendum
rect a hearing loss, hearing
Davis went to college chairman and a supThe Humane Society's on dog racing, William- the death of a 19-year- Steven Zoellers said
aids often are of great value. Auburn University from
There are some differences 1973 to 1978. "Both in- at Georgetown in Ken- porter of the gambling objections have been to son and Shelby counties old eastern Kentucky Miss Tackett was jailed
in the types of hearing aids volve putting together tucky, then coached bill last year, predicted dog racing, not horse on horse racing, and woman found hanged in Nov. 21 on charges of
basketball and baseball the measure will fail racing, she said.
that should be used A good winning teams."
'a jail cell left some public intoxication, terKnox County on both.
Davis, 55, will direct at High Point College in without dog racing.
ear, nose and throat specialroristic threatening and
By voice vote on Mon"My personal obser- questions unanswered.
ist or audiologist should be all advertising, North Carolina before
"I'm through with it," - day, the task force vation would be that
Without further in- shoplifting at a
able to match the proper research and develop- returning to the Nashville lawmaker deleted greyhound
rac- there will be no bill," vestigation, "nobody Prestonsburg store
type of hearing aid with the ment of tourism.
Georgetown. There he said.
ing from its report. Last McKinney said after knows why Mary where she allegedly
form of hearing loss that is
Before taking the job, " coached footb'all,
One task force month, the panel had dog racing was deleted. Tackett died," Gary took three jars of instant
present I regretfully must he was
an aide to Lt. basketball and baseball member, Dr. Jerry Self, voted to include both
McKinney said the Johnson of coffee and a variety of
add that not every .person Gov. Martha Layne
Col- from 1953 to 1973.
told the panel he thinks forms of racing.
measure's prime spon- Prestonsburg said cosmetics.
who has severe hearing loss lins,
who was sworn in
She had been released
At Auburn he coached horses and dogs are
The group also plans sor, Rep. Charles Monday.
can be helped.
as governor in teams that produced treated differently in to recommend to the Pruitt,
A coroner's jury ruled in October from the
I am sending you The
D-Nashville, also
Senate that the has has taken the posi- the death a suicide, but Knott County Jail,
Health Letter 16-8, Your December. Davis, born five professional basket- the two sports.
"I see dog racing as a Legislature approve the tion that he will not sup- Johnson said he is conti- where she had been held
Vital Hearing, which Will in Georgetown, Ky., had ball players — Mike
clarify the different forms been serving as her Mitchell, Eddie cruel, inhumane sport. I call for referenda so port legislation that ex- nuing to probe the case. on a conspiracy charge
of hearingloss and what can chief administrator.
Johnson, Stan don't see horse racing voters can decide cludes dog racing.
In a telephone inter- in connection with the
be done. Others who want
Basketball Coach Pietkiewicz, Sedric Horview, Johnson said that June 7 shooting of
this issue can send 75 cents Gene Bartow of the dges and Jimmy
he met Monday with the Rosetta Hall, 22, and the
with a long, stamped, self- University of Alabama Krivacs.
dead woman's parents, death of Miss Hall's
Denver and Lula 7-month-old fetus.
Miss Tackett ap,Tackett, and "they are
not willing to accept the parently had lived with
Our New Location
FRANKFORT, Ky. — disclosed.
sold his shares in a finding of the coroner's C.B. Hall, who was
At Whitnell & Glendale
Commerce Secretary
The purchase was Glasgow newspaper, inquest."
charged in the shooting.
Carroll Knicely has sold made in the name of stills owns a weekly
Behind Big Johns.
Mary Vinamae She was released after
his newspaper opera- Standard Publishing Co. newspaper in Pineville.
Tackett, 19, was found agreeing to testify in the
tions in Bullitt County to of Bardstown, a Scripps A former president of
Nov. 22 hanging by a case.
Scripps Howard, a na- Howard firm that the Kentucky Press
One witness at the inbelt from the bars of her
tional newspaper chain. publishes the Kentucky Association, he was
ap- cell at the Floyd County quest, Geraldine
1111
Friday's sale included Standard.
pointed the state's com- Jail in Prestonsburg.
Roberts of Topmost,
all of Knicely's interest
The general manager merce secretary last
Johnson has raised said Miss Tackett called
;
Fral7
in Bullitt Publishing Co. of The Kentucky Stan- month by Gov. Martha
questions about cir- her from the prison and
f
which publishes The dard, Gerald Lush, was Layne Collins.
cumstances surroun- was upset about Hall.
Pioneer News in named general
With the latest Ken- ding the death, in- "Without him, she
Shepherdsville and the manager and editor of tucky purchase, Scripps
cluding Miss Tackett's didn't have anything to
Mount Washington Star. the Bullitt weeklies.
Howard now owns 23 role as a prospective live for," Mrs. Roberts
The weekly publications
"Bullitt County and weekly newspapers witness in a Knott Coun- said.
have a combined cir- Shepherdsville are fast- across the country, acJohnson was ordered
ty assault case.
culation of about 8,000, growing areas and have cording to a company
The body was exhum- from the inquest after
according to Bob Doerr, a lot of potential for a official. It also owns six
ed Dec. 7 for an autopsy calling the proceding "a
director of corporate newspaper," said Lush. television and radio staafter male inmates in farce and a mockery"
communications for
Although he said no tions and a number of another section of the when Floyd County CorOn Your Next
Scripps Howard.
immediate changes special -interest jail signed a statement oner Roger Nelson
The purchashing were planned, Lush add- publications.
PRESCRIPTION
saying they heard Miss denied his request to
price for Bullitt ed the new owners "will
Scripps Howard also Tackett, the only occu- call a witness and did
REFILL
Publishing, which also be looking for ways to owns United Medi&
pant of the women's sec- not let him crossproduces a weekly shop- improve coverage of Enterprises, which
One Coupon Per Rx.
tion, scream "Help! Get examine witnesses.
per and commercial Bullitt County."
licenses Peanuts and him off me!" on the
He said Miss
printing, was not
Knicely, whoWecently Garfield comics.
Tackett's parents, who
night of her death.
State police said their left the hearing when he
investigation indicated did, authorized him to
the statement was obtain a transcript.
Johnson said he was
groundless, and was an
attempt to embarrass interviewing witnesses
and taking statements
Jailer Lawrence Hale.
Dr. John C. Hunsaker concerning the case,
III of Lexington, an though "the forum in
Inventory
Reduction
associate state medical which the information
CONDUCTED SY MOTEL MATTRESS DISTRIBUTORS
examiner who perform- will be presented is yet
ed the autopsy, said at to be determined."
AT: EA LE INN HWY. 461
Possible legal actions
the inquest that tests indicated Miss Tackett include seeking grand
MURRAY KY.
was not sexually abus- Jury action or filing a
ed, and that she died as civil suit for damages,
a result of hanging. He he said.
SPECIAL
A hearing operation

limited to education,
state employee salaries
and taxes.
Alexander proposes to
increase the state sales
tax rate 1 cent to 5.5 percent effective April 1.
He has recommended
$70 million in increased
franchise and excise
taxes and other business
levies.
The 5.5 percent sales
tax rate would raise
another $281 million by
June 30, 1985.
However, the
Legislature may consider a state income tax
instead — and
McWherter said an income tax "deserves a

full discussion."
A Democratic caucus
was summoned today
by Rep. Jim McKinney
to try to prevent any
speech at all by the
governor — but
McWherter's willingness to allow a
limited speech largely
blunted_ McKinney's
efforts.
Alexander's moves to
reform teacher and
state employee salaries
have little support from
teacher and state
employee
orgAnizations.
Instead of $50 million
in 1984-85 bonuses ranging from $1,000 to $7,000

Tennessee task force says only
horse racing should be allowed

New state tourism head
compares politics to sports

Coroner's inquest leaves
questions in girl's death

Bullitt County paper sold

DISCOUN

onryi

$1°° COUPON

The Best Photo
Finish In Murray
We Honor
Anyone's Coupon

Murrai Supply Co.
Special Purchase Sale

UBLI N TICE

MATTRESS and FOUNDATION

SALE

Hallmark's HTR-95
With 9500 BTU's

MATTRESS and FOUNDATIONS

Only$99
95

2 DAYS
ONLY

Innerspr
P ing
TWIN
Or

FULL
.39
EACH PIECE
SOLD IN
SETS ONLY

Hallmark's HSC-180
With 18,000 BTU's
Only

E HEY LAST

linng roof cor, truct or
troil•r—Plostic
wrapped—OFF FACTORY TRUCKS

EVERYTHING MUST GO!

I DISCONTINUED PATTERNS

ItSC-1$0

We Carry Ports And
Wicks For The Heaters
We Sell"

Murray Supply Co.
"West Kentucky's Bargain 'enter"

T4.

All merchandise is brand new. None used, non. soiled. Still in original
factory packaging. Not to be confused with bedding belonging to the
motel in which this sal. is conductiod.

$1 5995
208 E. Main

1WHIL

Wed. Jan. 11
Thur. Jan. 12
10-6

753-3361

Expires 1 / 12/114

Off Any Size
'200
'
Innerspr

Limit
One Coupon
Per S4"

ALL TYPES—ALL SIZES I
.

Term?, Cash
or
Personal Chock
Proper 10
& Verification
MASTER CARD
VISA

ing Set With This Coupon

EXTRA FIRM BALANCED
ORTHOPEDIC SUPPORT
MATTRESS &
FOUNDATIONS AT
GREAT SAVINGS

a

,HOLLYWOOD

BED FRAMES
Twee I hill
Owns
King

26.80

n.s.

25.00

Autopsy shows teen
died from inhaling
toxic fumes in jail
GREENVILLE, Ky. was released Sunday
(AP) — Coroner after medical observaCharles Nelson says an tion, Nelson said.
autopsy showed that the
Kassinger had been
inhalation of toxic charged in a pickup
fumes resulted in the truck theft several
death of a teen-age in- weeks ago, the coroner
mate of the Muhlenberg said. The 14-year-old
County Jail.
was charged'with public
Nelson said that Dar- intoxietation and the
rell Kassinger, 16, of 17-year-old was charged
Powderly, died about 10 with theft, said deputy
p.m. Saturday after be- jailer George Moore.
ing rushed from the jail
Sheriff Harold McElto a nearby hospital. He
vain
said the youths apapparently had been
sniffing fumes from a parently took some of
cleansing agent at the the stainless steel cleansing agent that is
jail, the coroner said.
Two other youtrilf who distributed to
were in the cell with for cell cleanup at the
Kassinger also were jail
taken to the hospital.
McElvain said inThe 17-year-old male vestigators did not
was released from the notice any cleanser cans
hospital Saturday night, in the cell the three
and a 14-year-old male shared

. •'
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Garages
provide
space

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

A house is a place
where there never is
enough storage space. It
-•-•*. RP
is also a place where the
te,t
bit; yt,
Jat
lack of sufficient
,s;
storage space has, in
•
rasUOA.
,
016
many cases, pushed the
automobile out of its
assigned area in the
TERRACE
garage.
.'
bouffant
Strangely, the garage,
*Mann
even when it's apparentWON 91 cicore
ly filled with both
DINING ROOM
MASTER BEDROOM i
necessities and junk, is
13* 11-10
13' X I 2..•8"
the very location where
Ono
A
fel
pirate
movers
plenty of storage space
Porn
still exists. The trick is
to look around until the
available space
up one step
becomes visible. It's
C IC ICC
there. You simply have
to find it.
In most garages,
rcrait
especially in the
on one step . _
BEDROOM 2
suburbs, the studs on
Sunken
13.x 10'
the inside are open and
LIVING ROOM
18 .15
begging to be used as
supports for shelves. Attach the shelves to the
r--.--studs any way you wish,
the easiest being to
A SUNKEN LIVING ROOM with fireplace is featured in
place them on small
this
three-bedroom, one-story home with front gable and bow
wooden cleats on the
window. The house also has a large kitchen with three winsides of the studs. To
keep things from sliding
dows and curved breakfast seat. Plan HA1242M has 1,370
off, if that appears to be
square feet of living space. For more information, write —
a problem, nail small
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to Master
strips of wood to the
Plan Service, Inc., 89 East Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, NY
outer edges of the
11501.
shelves.
In addition to shelves,
small cabinets also can
be placed between the
studs. Just be sure that
the few extra inches will
not interfere with the
movement of your car
and the opening of the
car doors. Most cabinets
By BARBARA MAYER
series of easy exercises times.
can be open, but if you
AP Newsfeatures
that can be done while
If you are trying these
plan on using a couple of
Holiday socializing — watching television. She exercises in a recliner,
them for the storage of and eating — can and says that "using televisv put the chair in a
materials that you don't often should lead to New ed sports to spur you on slanted position. If you
want children to touch, Year's resolutions to provide a vent for emo- have no recliner, lie
put simple doors on diet and exercise.
tions, lowers the blood down on the floor.
them that can be locked.
Such resolutions may pressure and tones the Stretch the calves,lower
Even lf you have no •not last through the first muscles at the same spine and rib cage by
knowledge of carpentry, month of the new year, time." Even bad news raising the arms
don't let any of this in- says Marianne Ron- for the home team can overhead, bending fortimidate you. Precision quillo, an exercise ex- be used to advantage.
ward and grasping the
work is not necessary, pert from Chicago.
"Don't check an urge toes or-calves. Repeat
since the shelves and
"The single biggest to jump up and yell. In- the exercise 10 times.
cabinets are to be func- reason that people don't stead, translate it into "Keep at it and you'll
tional, not decorative. stick to exercise pro- leg kicks," she advised. get to your toes in no
When the shelves and grams is that they push The exercises she has time," says Ms.
cabinets are to hold themselves too hard, developed as a promo- Ronquillo.
something heavy, use setting impossible goals tion for the LaZ-Boy
Now lower the
metal brackets screwed and straining Chair Co. can be done recliner to full length or
Into the outer edges of themselves at the first during lulls in a televis- remain on the floor. Lie
the studs..
try," she remarked.
ed sports event or right on one side, bracing the
When the studs are
However, adds Ms. along with the plays.
body with the arms, and
not visible, the most Ronquillo, it is possible
Warm up by sitting lift your upper leg as
usual material covering to start a program that comfortably in an easy high as you can, then
them is gypsum board. is not too taxing and that chair, back erect. Clasp lower it slowly. Repeat
In that event, it is easy can be done 'in the the hands behind the the exercise 10
to cut into the board and privacy of your own head, arch back and times,then roll over on
uncover the space you home in an easy chair, then stretch forward, the other side and
will need. Where there building up to more touching the head to the repeat the exercise.
is enough room, you strenuous efforts later knees, or as close to the
Isometric exercises
don't even have to cut on.
knees as possible. can also be done in a
into the gypsum board.
She has developed a Repeat the exercise 10 chair. Simply relax,
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Q. — I am finishing
our basement and intend to handle all the
work except the electrical and plumbing
chores. If we decide on a
downstairs bathroom,
can we have a special
toilet installed that will
not call for ripping up
the floor, which is concrete? I thought I read
about such a toilet once,
but can't recall the
details.
A. — Yes, there is an
upward-flushing toilet
for just such an installation. Since you are not
going to take on the
plumbing yourself — a
wise decision — tell the
plumber what you want
and he will know where
to get it.
• • •
Q. — My wife, who has
done the wallpapering
In our three houses over
- a period of 20 years,
soon will be redoing our
bathroom. This is one
room she has never
done. I have heard that
ordinary wallpaper
paste will not stand up
too well in a bathroom.
Since we plan on using
unpasted wallpaper, is
there some special kind
of paste that is good in

by andy long

bathrooms?
A. — Actually, a good
wallpaper paste of
almost any kind resists
moisture a lot better
these days than years
ago, but if you want to
be doubly sure, use a
vinyl adhesive.
• • •
Q. — I have a big concrete project coming up
in a month or two and
am puzzled by the matter of curing it; that is,
wetting the concrete
down every day for
about a week after it has
set a bit. I have always
thought that was the
right thing to do to keep
the concrete from drying up while it is hardening. In fact, I have read
about this procedure for
years, including in the
concrete sections of two
do-it-yourself books I
have at home. But
recently, in talking to a
man who has done a lot
of concrete work, he
said this was not a good
Idea and that it would
weaken the result. When
I told him about what I
had read in the books,
he said the writers
didn't know what they
were talking about. I am
confused. How do you

feel about it/
A. — Most authorities
agree that curing is a
necessary part of concrete work. They also
know that there is one
school of thought that
thinks otherwise, but
they say this is a small
minority supporting a
theory which is not correct. All I know is that I
have worked with concrete on a do-it-yourself
basis for many years,
have always kept the set
concrete wet for several
days at the least and
have obtained excellent
results.
• • •
Q. — I conduct
periodic examinations
of our asphalt roof, using binoculars while
standing on the ground.
In doing this the other
day, I noticed that a couple of the shingles at the
ridge of the roof are
broken on one side. We
have not had any leaks.
Are those broken
shingles likely to result
in leaks at a later time?
Should they be fixed
right away?
A. — It depends on
where the breaks are
and what kinds of
breaks they are. Nobody

can make an accurate
guess for you unless
they look at the shingles
close up
Assuming
therefore, that you do
not want to hire a rooter
to take a look, you'll
have to decide whether
you want to tke a chance
that there will not be a
leak soon. There may
not be one for years or
there could be one
tomorrow. If you do not
have the matter taken
care of right away, better keep a sharp eye out
for a leak. Remember
that if water is coming
In where the shingle
breaks up, it will not
necessarily show up on
the inside directly under
that area. It could come
through many yards
away.
• • •
(For a copy of Andy
Lang's booklet, "Selecting Quality Roofing,"
which includes an
asphalt shingle color
chart, send 50 cents and
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington, NY
11743. Questions of
general interest will be
answered in the
column. I

•

Warm up while in easy chair

Isometrics can help those stick to resolutions
then clench a given set
of muscles — stomach,
buttocks, arms, legs,
shoulders. Hold each
clenched position for a
count tif three before
relaxing. Repeat each
set 10 times.
"These exercises
stress repetition, but
they don't stress the
body. While they may
seem easy, they do
work" the exercise instructor concluded.
If you never watch
television and don't own
an easy chair, you can
still use your home and
the ordinary objects
within it as props to a
fitter body, says Suzy
Prudden who runs an
exercise studio in New
York and has written a
number of fitness books.
In her own home
fitness program, she
has used her floor, the
bed, straight chairs,
canned goods, an ironing board, the stairs,
hei5 vacuum cleaner and

bathtub
items.

among

other

An ironing board propped up on a step stool
at one end becomes a
homemade slantboard
on which she does exercises to firm the upper
body and build up pectoral muscles.
She has used cans of
soup, fruit or vegetables
as weights while working out on the slant
board and advises those
who want to experiment
with weights to try out
one-pound cans before
Investing in a more orthodox set of weights.
Pushing a vacuum
cleaner around is a
necessity when it comes
to cleaning the floor.
But Ms. Prudden suggests limbering up at
the same time.
She recommends starting with one foot in
front of the other in a
fencing stance. Lunge
forward with the hose

on the house
The workhorse of the
portable sanding field is
the belt sander. It's the
tool that is required
when a lot of heavy-duty
sanding is to be done.
That includes what you
might call "messy" sanding, such as removing
paint, sanding rough
surfaces smooth and
covering large areas
from which sizable
amounts of wood must
be taken off.
If you seldom do this
type of work and have
some other electric

and bend the forward
She uses the bathtub
leg at the knee at the as a relaxing place tot
same time, while stret- firm the thighs. She sugching the rear leg for- gests as a thigh exercise
ward. She makes a in the bath the followgame of it by pushing a ing: cross the right leg
piece of paper just out of over the left and place
reach and then trying to the big toe on the floor of
stretch far enough for- the tub; now reverse so
ward to pick it up.
that the little toe is on
Another excellent the floor. Repeat the
stamina builder is the movement 10 times,
staircase. Go up and then cross the leg and do
down for five minutes in the same thing with the
several different ways. left foot.
Try walking backwards,
forwards, sideways and
on all fours, she
suggested.
While talking on the
telephone, use the time
CUSTOM KITCHEN
to tighten and firm the
CABINETS 8,
upper arms. Extend the
arm not holding the
CUSTOM
phone, bend the elbow
WOODWORKING
and move the arm so the
Over 20 tears
palm faces the floor.
Experience'
Then turn the palm up
Complete Immo
so it faces the ceiling.
Res* Wort
Do the exercise 10
Solid Wood Cabinets
times, then switch the
S Raised Panel Doors
receiver to the other
Birch•Ook
hand and repeat. ,
Walnut•Cherry
Guncoses•Mantles
Bookcases Kitchen
Cabinet Tops
Custom Built furniture
ly then — turn off the
Furniture Refinishing
motor. At the edges and
-COMPETIVE PRICEScorners, be extra
careful that you don't
753.590
take off too much wood,
Murray,
so lift it off the wood as 1212 Main
Ky.
you reach the edges.

f)Flutcy's

by andy lang

sanders, yoU can probably get brwithout the
belt sander if you utilize
coarse abrasives with
the machines you have.
But this kind of sanding
places a heavy burden
on the finishing sanders
and should be undertaken only on rare
occasions.
A belt sander uses a
continuous belt, which
runs over pulleys,
drums or cylinders at
both ends. Because the
sanding apparatus is so
powerful, it is important

that you do not touch the
belt to the work surface
until the motor Is in full
operation. It is then
lowered slowly so that
the back part of the belt
touches the wood first,

after which the belt is
quickly brought to a
horizontal position as it
is moved forward. Once
the sander is in action,
guide it back and forth
in a sort of stroking ac-

tion, applying very little
pressure.
The machine should
always be moving forward or backward. If it
is left in one spot, even

for a second, too much
wood will be taken off in
that area. When you are
ready to call a halt, temporary or otherwise, lift
the sander from the surface and then — and on-

HOLD 111

The Style And Grace
Of Years Gone By...

SAVE 30-50%
During Our
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CARPET WAREHOUSE SALE!!

Murray Home & Auto
:hesteut Street
Kerrey, Ky.
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Phone
753 2571
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Portable
Kerosene Heater

8,400 BTU

l- or sate comfoetable heat only when and where you want it use
This portable heater Start saving money today

up to

Spoclal

1‘
':

CALVERT DISCOUNT CARPET CENTER
Hwy 95 — Main Street — Calvert City, Ky.
Phone 395-5545
Store Hours: (8 AM-6 PM Mon.-Sat.)
One Of The Largest IN STOCK
Stores In Western Kentucky
...Offering..
•First Quality Merchandise At Affordable Prices
•Special Storewide Introductory Prices On
Name Brand Carpet, Vinyl and Oriental Rugs
•100% Guarantee On Our Merchandise And
Installations.
•FREEPI One 4"x6" Oriental Rug With Minimum $1,000
Storewicie Purchase.
•Friendly, Courteous Service
•Convenient Location Only Minutes From You.
WE BUY DIRECT FROM THE MILL IN LARGE VOLUME
WITH NO MIDDLEMAN TO DRIVE THE PRICES HIGHER —
THIS MEANS A GREATER SAVINGS TO YOU — OUR
CUSTOMER!
"WE WAAT TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO THANK
THE PEOPLE OF CALLOWAY COUNTY FOR THEIR OVERWHELMING RESPONSE AND CONTINUED SUPPORT!'

.41

"THE HUGGER"
This Fan Can Be
Mounted Directly
On The Ceding Using
No Down Rod

Portable
Kerosene Heater

OWNERS
Tony Campbell
Ken Steven

95
'
Only 1 19

Come See Our Big Display
Of Over 20 Beautiful Fans

Weicome!!
Builders
Apartment Owners
Project Managers

$9995

For sate comtprtabie near only
When and where you want a
use this portable heater Start
saying money today by turning
down your thermostat X1.0K

Energy Savings
For Today

...Introducing...

Wholesale Electric Supply
Co.
206 E. Mein
753-8194

22,600 BTU

0.

^. .4. 40 w-.
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Wildcats play ball
second half; 'Bama
folds under pressure

'Sleepwalking' Murray State
ignites wrath of Ron Greene
night out here. It's all
between the ears.
There's no difference
whether you're working
a job or playing basketball — it's all a matter
of concentration,"
Greene emphasized.
Fredonia State, a
Quite a display of
emotion over little ol' school half the size of
Fredonia State, a team Murray State located
Murray State beat at somewhere in sogthern
New York, was obvioushome, 59-46.
ly not the most talented
Quite a display, but team in America. The
not uncalled-for con- Blue Devil's tallest
sidering the poor Racer starter was 6-7 and they
performance.
had lost to Southwestern
"We sleepwalked Louisiana, 108-49, Saturthrough the whole day night.
thing." Greene snapThey should have
ped "I was totally been an easy mark, inembarrassed."
sisted junior forward

Jeez, you'd have
thought the Racers got
beat Monday night the
way Ron Greene lit into
them afterwards.
Slamming doors.
Cowering heads in the
iockerroom.

covering
all fields
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
•
Only two nights
before, the Racers (7-3)
blew visiting Kentucky
State all over the floor,
106-83. Monday night
they would have had
trouble blowing their
noses.
"If we played like that
against an Ohio Valley
Conference school," forward Craig Talley
observed, "they would
have torn our uniforms
off. This was a Division
III team ... with no
scholarships ... and they
almost beat us. Oooh,
I'm glad they didn't."
So were the 2,182 scattered fans who turned
out for the dismal
display of roundball,
and arleast one made
his preferences known
to Greene at a most inopportune time.
"I hate to hear people
ask me on the sidelines
if I'd rather be listening
to Kentucky's game on
the radio. That was the
most asinine thing I've
heard since I've been
coaching here. It sure
doesn't help my concentration to hear people
say things like that,"
Greene said.
And concentration
shouldn't have been
Greene's main concern
— but it was. Especially
involving his players.
"The difference between Saturday night
and tonight is Wix inches.
That's six inches between the ears. There's
no such thing as having
a good night or a bad

Craig Jones. But they
weren't.
"We definitely
overlooked them. We
took them lightly
because we were thinking about Youngstown
and the OVC. I'd never
heard of Fredonia State
before tonight," he admitted, "but we should
never have let them get
that close."
"We should have beat
them by 50 or 60,"
agreed MSU forward
Vada Martin.
Fredonia trailed by
only five, 30-25, at
halftime as the Devils
shot 47.8 percent from
the field (11 of 23) compared to Murray's 46.4
percent (13 of 28). The
Devils outscored Murray in the final 4:43 of
the first half, 9-0, before
Talley hit two free
throws with :07 remaining to end the Racer
drought.
The visitors, now 3-7,
were paced by forward
Chris Hughey with 20
points and Tom Cappelletti who had 14
points also had 10 rebounds to tie MSU's
Martin for top honors in
that department.
Lamont Sleets, who
finished the night with a
game-high 23 points,
had 10 points at intermission. At game's end
he was the only Racer to
score in double figures.
According to Greene,
the MSU defense didn't
play much better than
the uninspired offense.

"What defense?" he
asked sarcastically.
"You mean our sieve
defense with all the
holes in it? ... our Hunts
Defense? That new
defense worked really
good for us tonight.
That's where you drop
back, fall asleep then
scramble around and
hunt-a your man."
Amidst Greene's sarcasm and angry
remarks was a definite
concern for his team's
future in the OVC race
ahead. Thursday his
squad invades Akron
and Saturday the
Racers visit
Youngstown State, a
surprise powerhouse in
the league this year.
"Youngstown was
here (scouting)
tonight," Greene said,
"and I'm sure they're
going back with the idea
that we're nothing but a
perimeter (shooting)
team. We have no inside
game so if we miss
we're gonna get beat.
"We're not the most
talented team this year,
although I'm having a
hard time convincing
our players of that," he
added. "We don't have
three All-OVC players in
our lineup like we did a
year ago. Right now in
order for us to be ready
for this road trip we're
going to have to change
our attitude."
The guy who manages
to fix the leaky ceiling in
Racer Arena ought to
receive a medal.
The guy who doesn't
get it repaired should be
threatened with a law
suit — by the first
player who slips and
busts his fanny.
Like death and taxes,
the next most dependable things in life for
Murray State fans are
the leaky ceiling and the
faulty scoreboard at
Racer Arena. Like
clockwork, Monday, the
first drizzle of the year
produced a Slippery
puddle at one foul line.
At the other end of the
gym, the fans were
treated to a lights on,
lights off show with one
quadrant of the
scoreboard —
something that's happened several times this
season.
It's hard enough for
the Racers to attract
fans by winning year
after year against all
odds. Why should they
also have to battle embarrassment by having
to play in such a
facility?

PLAYER OF THE WEEK — Senior Murray State guard Lamont Sleets (10) was
named the Ohio Valley Conference Player of the Week after he scored 59 points in
two victories last week over New Orleans and Kentucky State. He hit 23 of 37 from
the field and had nine assists during the voting period. In the last five games the
Eminence, Ky., product has averaged 26.6 points including a 23-point game in
Monday's 59-46 victory over Fredonia State.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Rozier denies reports about Mauler contract
TOKYO (AP) —
Heisman Trophy winner
Mike Rozier said today
he hasn't decided
whether to play for the
Pittsburgh Maulers of
the United Slates Football League and won't
make a decision until he
returns home next
week.
The University of
Nebraska running back
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writar
Alabama's Crimson Tide held the fort as long
as they could, then the roof caved in at Rupp
Arena.
"We played as hard and as intelligently as we
can for 35 minutes," said Alabama Coach Wimp
Sanderson after Monday night's 76-68 loss to the
second-ranked Kentucky Wildcats."We then had
five very poor minutes against the press and that
took us out of the ballgame."
Alabama led 52-51 with 11:49 to go when the
Wildcats put a trapping press on the Crimson
Tide and ran off the next 15 points to virtually
lock things up for Joe B. Hall's team.
"We didn't show up tonight until the second
half," said Hall, "but I'm glad we did."
In other.games involving the nation's ranked
teams, No. 3 DePaul edged St. Mary's (CAUL)
76-74, No. 4 Georgetown walloped Monmouth
(N.J.) 74-54 and No. 14 Nevada-Las Vegas tripped California-Irvine 83-88.
Top Ten
KennrWalker and Winston Bennett scored 17
points apiece and powered a second-half scoring
run that carried Kentucky past Alabama.
Walker scored 15 of his points in the second half,
including seven during a 23-4 surge that helped
the undefeated Wildcats bury the Crimson Tide
for their 11th victory.
"I thought our press kind of woke us up and got
us moving better and made us more alert," Hall
said. "We got some easy baskets that turned the
game around in the second half. I was pleased
with our play. Our defense picked up and we did
a much better job."
Marty Embry scored two key baskets in the
final 114 minutes of the game, helping DePaul
survive a scare and beat St. Mary's.
The Gaels, who lost their eighth straight game,
led by as many as 12 points in the first half. They
were ahead 70-69, but DePaul, 12-0, went ahead
to stay on a layup by Embry with 1:27 left and
took a 73-70 lead on two free throws by Raymond
McCoy.
Patrick Ewing scored 19 points, grabbed 13 rebounds and blocked seven shots to lead
Georgetown over Monmouth. The victory,
Georgetown's eighth straight, raised the Hoyas'
record to 13-1.
Ewing sat out the final nine minutes after taking an elbow to the head. Georgetown officials
decided to rest the All-American center as a
precautionary measure.
Second Ten
Frank James scored 23 points and Richie
Adams had 15 points and 15 rebounds to lead
Nevada-Las Vegas over UC-Irvine.
The Rebels never trailed despite the absence
of starting center Paul Brozovich, who was out
with a sprained ankle. Adams took his place and
hit seven of 12 field goal attempts and blocked
two shots before fouling out with three minutes
remaining.

Has he signed or not?
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was evasive when asked
about statements made
by team officials, who
said he had already
signed a three-year,
multimillion -dollar
contract.
"I don't know if it's
true or not," Rozier said
at a news conference
after arriving here for
this weekend's Japan
Bowl all-star game.
That's press talk."
Also reached in Tokyo
was Rozier's fiance
Rachel Shaw, who said
she had no knowledge of
the signing. KYW-TV in
Philadelphia reported
that a spokesman for
the Rozier family said
early today that the running back also had not
told them he had signed
with the Maulers.
If Rozier had signed
Jan. 3, he didn't admit it
to inquiring newsmen at
the East-West Shrine
game Saturday in Palo
Alto, Calif.
"I haven't signed with
anyone. I haven't talked
with anyone," Rozier
said.
Maulers General
Manager George Heddleston said at a news
conference, attended by
Rozier's agent Mike
Trope on Monday that
the running back agreed
to the contract on Jan. 3,
hours after the Cornhuskers' 31-30 loss to
Miami.
Officials of the expansion team in the yearold league said Monday
that Rozier had signed a
"generous" contract,
reportedly for $3
million. If that figure is
correct it would make
Rosier the second highest pb ;,T. player in
pro football after the
New Jersey Generals'
Herschel Walker.
The Maulers quoted
Rosier in a news release
as saying he was "extremely happy" to Join

were legitimate quotes..„
I can't comment any
further."
After the announcement Monday, the team
quoted Rozier as
saying:

UNITED STATES FOOTBALL LEAGUE
the club, and also as
saying that the contract
gave him financial
security.
"Obviously, there
seems to be some confusion," the Maulers said
in a statement from Pittsburgh after Rozier's
Tokyo news conference.
"We have a signed
contract. It was signed
on Tuesday, Jan. 3. We

"My contract with
Pittsburgh enables me
to have financial securiare in contact with his ty, which was very imrepresentatives."
portant to me and my
Asked who had signed representatives when
the contract, Mauler we first began discussspokesman Bill Keenist ing a professional footreplied: "It was signed ball contract.
by ... I can't say any
"I hope to buy a new
more."
house for my parents
and then will have my
Asked about the financial advisors make
quotes attributed to investment recommenRozier on Monday, dations for me," he
Keenist replied: "They said.

Local Basketball Roundup
CCHS Freshmen
Calloway County's
Marsha Grimes was
freshman basketball the only Lady Laker in
teams brought home double figures with 10
two wins in games at points, but Christy
South Marshall Monday Darnell's eight and
night.
seven more from ChrisScott Nix led the ty Anderson helped the
Lakers with 21 points as OCHS girls to win, 37-12.
his squad rolled to a
64-39 decision. James
Monday the Lady
Streetman and Greg Lakers (4-1) host
Futrell had 14 and 11 Mayfield while the
points for the Lakers, Lakers' next game is at
now 2-3.
Benton, January 19.

Murray Middle
A switching press
helped Murray Middle
School's Tigers defeat
visiting Benton, 60-16, in
Monday night action.
The Lady. Tigers took a
34-16 loss, their second
to Benton this season.
Mark Miller's 14
points paced the Tiger
hosts as they erupted for
five baskets off turnovers during one
20-second period.

Murray Freshmen
Murray High's
freshman basketball
teams split a pair of
games with visiting
Henry County, Tenn.,
Monday night.
The Tigers won, 55-45,
behind 22 points by
Mark West and an aggressive man-to-man
defense. Vic Johnson
was Henry County's
leading scorer with 18,

James Payne added
seven points to the victory as the Tigers imbut MHS countered with
proved to 2-3.
14 by Rodney Skinner
Julie Bazzell scored
and 18 by David
six of the Lady Tigers'
Padgett.
18 points as the Mur•
Murray's freshman rayans suffered from
girls came up short, poor field goal shooting
36-32, against HCHS throughout the game.
despite 13 points from The Lady Tigers hit only
15.4 percent from the
Kelly Ridley.
The MHS boys host floor as they fell to 2-4.
Both Mae teams play
Mayfield in their next
at Mayfield, Jan. 16.
game, Jan. 16.
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High School
Basketball

College Basketball Results

FIFTY-FIFTY - Murray
State center Mike Lahm
watches from the
background as Fredonia
State's Chris Hughey slam
dunks for two of his 20
points Monday night. MS1.1
Coach Ron Greene was
disappointed in his team's
inside game, the last contest prior to the Racers'
conference opener, Thursday at Akron, Ohio.
Photo by Jim Rector

Mender s College Basketbell Scores
EAST
De/aware St 99. Chicago St 16
Drexel 64. Niagara aa
Georgetown 74, Monmouth. N J
61
Lafayette 56, American 45
Loyo(a, Aid 92. St Francis, Pa
75
illariova 74, Pittsburgh 61
Yale 89 Vermont 70
SOUTH
Alabama St 102 Texas Southern
63
Citadel 84. Marshall 76
Clemson 63, N Carolina St 61
Duke 84. Bucknell 67
E Tennessee St 81. W Carolina
76
George Mason N. E Carolina 66
Georgia Tech 90. 9 Carolina St
66
Jackson St 59. Grambling 68
Jacksonville 77, Baptist 71
Kentucky 76 Alabima SI
Louisiana Tech 56, Pan American
52
NC Charlotte 61, Davidson 54
New Orleans 72, Georgia St 68
Old Dominion 84. Howard 64
Richmond 61. V14.1 58

Southern 116. Prairie View 57
SW Louisiana 68 Marquette 68
Tulane 60, Florida St 43
Vs Commonwealth 72 James
Madison 49
MIDWEST
Akron 64, Md -Eastern Shore 63
Bethune-Cookman 57, Campbell
sa
Detroit 74, Butler-Ind 410
E Kentucky 60, Valparaiso 56
Iowa St 91. N lows 75
Loyola, Ill 94. Xavier. 0Mo 89
Oral Roberts 1011, Evansville 90
S Illinois IS, Indiana St 86
St Louis 64. Oklahoma City 02
SW Missouri St 77, Texas,
Arlington 71
SOUTHWEST
Hardin Simmorus 73, N Texas St
64
Texas AAM 77, Angelo St 67
FAR WEST
Colorado 74, Pepperdthe 57
DePaul 76, St Mary's. Call/ 74
Nevada-Las Vegas 63. Cal -Irvine
68
New Mexico 77, W New Mexico
58
San Diego 70. Mt. Marty, S.D. 48
San Jose St. 79 Pacific 49

Box Scores
ALABAIA/1166)
Johnson 4.11 2-210. Neal 3-15 2,2 8,
Hurt 7-9 2-4 16, Richardson 3-6 0-0 6.
Williams 10-15 0-0 20. Dudley 0-0 0-0
0, Coner 3-4 0-0 6. M Farmer 0-0 0-0
0 Totals 30-80 6-8 66
KENTUCKY(76)
Walker 8-12 1-1 17, Bowie 5-8 1.3
11. Turpin 6-10 3-4 15. Master 582-2
8. Harden 0-10-00Blackmon 0-1 0.1

0, Beal 2.2 4.4 8, Bennett 6-10 5-6 17
Heitz 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 30-52 16-21 76
Halftime score - Alabama 34,
Kentucky 13. Fouled out - None
Rebounds - Alabama 29 Hurt 10,,
Kentucky 27 (Bennett, Turpin and
Bowie I
Assists - Alabama 14
(Richardson SI. Kentucky 23 (Beal
81 Total fouls - Alabama IS. Ken•
Lucky 14. A - 23,812

FREDONIA ST. I46)
Cappelletti 7-10 0-0 14, Hughey
6.11 8-11 20. Bragg 2-4 0-0 4, Curry
1-5, 0-0 2, Thompson 2-8 0-0 4,
Shaver 1.2 0-0 2. Lane 0-0 0-0 0,
Palladino 0-0 0-0 0, Greven 0-0 0-0 0,
Neal 0-0 0-0 0. Nelson 0-0 0-0 0
Totals 19-42 8-11 46
MURRAY ST (5.1)
Martin 3-9 0-0 6, Jones 4-5 0-0 8.
Lahm 2-5 1-2 5 Sleets 8-17 7,7 23,
Stewart 3-6 3.39, Lindauer 0-2 0-0 0,

Talley 5-6 2-6 8 Holland 0-2 0-0 0
Davis 0-0 0-0 0. Yarbrough 0-0 0-0 0
Totals 23-52 13-18 59.

Aparicio, Killebrew favored for Hall of Fame
NEW YORK (AP) Luis Aparicio, who set
the standard for
modern-day shortstops,
and slugger Harmon
Killebrew were among
the leading candidates
for addition to
baseball's Hall of Fame
this week.
The newest Hall of
Famers will be introduced at a news conference Wednesday
morning.
Balloting for the Hall
was done by 10-year
members of the
Baseball Writers'
Association of America,
who could vote for as
many as 10 former
players. In order to be
eligible, a player must
have been retired for
five years, and, to be
elected, he must be
named on at least 75
percent of the ballots.
Formal inductions
will be held Aug. 12 at

the Hall...of Fame in
Cooperstown, N.Y.
The 49-year -old
Aparicio, a native of
Venezuela, not only
brought the art of
fielding his position into
a new age, but he also
was a potent offensive
weapon during his 18
major league seasons
that ended in 1964.

Sox for three more
seasons, and finished
his career with the
Boston Red Sox.
In 1960, with only four
years' service in the
major leagues, "Sports
Illustrated" called
Aparicio "the best
shortstop in baseball."
And, after winning MVP
In the 1982 All-Star
Game, Cincinnati Reds
He stole 506 bases dur- shortstop Dave Conceping his career and had a cion said he had tried to
lifetime batting average model his career after
of .262. He played each that of Aparicio.
of his 2,581 major league
Killebrew, 47, ended
games at shortstop and, his 22 years in the major
even as his career came leagues with 573 home
to a close, never played runs. He began his
in fewer than 110 games career in 1954 with the
in a season.
Washington Senators
Aparicio began his and accompanied them
major league career in in their move to Min1956 with the Chicago nesota. He played his
White Sox, with whom final season, 1975, with
he played for seven the Kansas City Royals.
yeras. He played five
Although he hit only
years with Baltimore, .256 in his career,
returned to the White Killebrew was one of the

game's most prodigious
home run hitters, once
prompting former
Baltimore Manager
Paul Richards to say:
"The homers he has hit
against us would be
homers in any park, including Yellowstone."
Other leading candidates included pitchers Hoyt Wilhelm and
Don Drysdale.
Wilhelm pitched until
the age of 49, and, using
a fluttering knuckleball
he developed growing
up in Charlotte, N.C.,
amassed 227 career
saves. In his 21 years
with 10 different teams,
Wilhelm set major
league records with 124
victories in relief and
1,070 games. He also pitched the last no-hitter
against the New York
Yankees, on Sept. 20,
1958.
Drysdale, who pitched
for 14 years for the

Reds offering
multi-year
player contracts

dividuals that you'd like shortstop Dave Concepto discuss multi-year cion. Only Concepcion
contracts with, it takes was signed. Collins signaway from the possibili- ed with the Yankees.
ty of everybody coming Left fielder George
due at the same time. Foster was traded to the
That can be a real colli- New York Mets when no
sion course," said agreement could be
Woodward.
made. Griffey was tradThe Reds faced such a ed to the Yankees for
collision in 1981 with out- the same reason
fielders Dave Collins
The Reds have also
and Ken Griffey and lost such notables as
Pete Rose, Joe Morgan.
Dgn Gullett L free
agency.
"I think It's great,"
said second baseman
Ron Oester. "I think
they want to sign some
this season
guys to multil-year conGretzky, who became
tracts so they can keep
the first player in NHL
them with the ciub."
history to record eight
Oester is not eligible
points in a game twice
in a career, collected 15
points in only three
games last week.
For all
'
your Travel Reservations Co)I

Sports, Briefly
Gretzky honored again
MONTREAL (AP)Center Wayne Gretzky
of the Edmonton Oilers
was named the National Hockey League's
Player of the Week for
the third time in four
weeks and seventh time

Short wins NBA award
NEW YORK (AP) Purvis Short of the
C.-f-Sen State Warriors,
who scored a singlegame, season-high 57
points against San Antonio last week, was
named the National
Basketball Association's Player of the

Week
Short sank 24 of 38
field goal attempts and
hauled in 15 rebounds
against the Spurs, and
for the season is
averaging 20.4 points,
5 6 rebounds and 2.6
assists per game.

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

The AP Top Twenty
The Top Twenty teams in the
Associated Press 1983-84 college
basketball poll, with firat.place
votes in parentheses, total points
based on 20.19.18.17 16-15-14.13-12-11-10-9-8.7-6-5-4-3-2-1.
record through Sunday and last
week's ranking
Record P'ts Pvs
1 N Carolina)39) 10-0
1179
1
2 Kentucky(2) 10-0
2
1161
3 DePaul
11-0
1053
3
4 Georgetown
12.1
1001
4
5 Maryland
10-1
9426 5

6 UCLA
9-1
7 Houston
12-2
8 Texas.E1 Paso 13.0
9 Illinois
11 1
10 St John's
10-1
11.Louisiana St
8-2
12 Wake Forest
10-1
13 Fresno St
11.2
14 Nv -Las Vegas 10-1
15 Georgia
8-2
16 Oregon St
8-2
17 Oklahoma
12.1
18 Boston College 10-2
19 Memphis St.
10-3
20.Tulaa
13-0

836
815
768
578
543
450
440
376
Me
884
349
264
215
184
114

6
7
10
14
13
9
8
16
18
11
15
17
19

Polls
Prep Girls PoN
The top teams in the Kentucky
Associated Press girls high school
basketball poll
with first-place
votes, records and total points
1 Marshall Co.(?)
6-0 173
2.Beltry (3)
11.0 159
3 Whitesburg 121
12-1 164
4 Mason Co
8-0153
5 Laurel Co.
10-0 131
6 Shelby Co.
13-0 120
7 Lou Male
12-2 078
8 Scott Co
13-0 086
9 Warren East
12.1 049
10.56 C. Napier
10-3 043
11 Franklin-Simpson
10-0 039
12 Whitley Co
6-2 018
13.Lou. Southern
7-2 029
14 Webster Co
8-2 028
15 Muhlenburg Central
10-1 626
Prep Boys Poll
The top teams In the Kentucky
Associated Press boys high school
basketball poll, with first.place
votes records and total points
1 Paducah Tilghman (5.
13.1 166
2 Clark Co.I8
12-1 156
3 Logan Co.11
13.2153
1 Lex Henry Clay
8.3 143
5 Lou Does
10-3 104
6 Lou Ballard
9-2 108
7 Henderson Co.
10-1 096
8 Boyd Co
10-2 069
9.1..ex Lafayette
8-3 066
10 Madisonville
8-0064
11 Lou Fairdale
7-4 047
12 Newport Catholic
13-1 042
11.1.wx. Tates Creek
10-3 010
14 Woodford Co.
11.1 0311
15 Ashland
10-3 021

753-8971
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Part of a series of messages from South Central Bell.

Where do.I get loca
phone service?
On January 1, 1984,South Central Bell and other local Bel
telephone companies were separated fcom AT&T.
But as part of a holding company
called BellSouth, we're still your
phone company. And divestiture will
have little immediate effect on your
basic local home or office phorv!
service. In fact, you can choose
to keep your servicejust as it is.
South Central Bell still provides local telephone service for your home
and your business. Call on usto orT
der -new phone service,to transfer
existing service, to add new lines, or
toorder new sets and equipment.

Cincinnati building for the future
for free agent status until after the 1985 season.
He is already engaged
in discussions for
"maybe four years," he
said.
Oester spent last
winter wondering if he
would be traded. He is
more optimistic now.
"We've talked four or
five times. They've told
me that I'm a big part of
their plans. That kind of
eased my mind. I
definitely don't want to
be traded," Oester said.
Club President Bob
Howsam said, "Last
year, I understand he
didn't know where he
stood. I don't plan to do
that type of thing. I'm a
believer that you should
clear the air for the
player. Sometimes you
have to bite your tongue
because you may have
something in the works.
But if somebody wants
to know if he is
available, there isn't a
chance," Howsam said

College Top 20

Brooklyn and Los
Angeles Dodgers, finished with 2,486 career
strikeouts and a-lifetime
record of 209-166. In his
best season, 1962, he had
a 25-9 record and completed 19 of the 41 games
he started.
Pitcher Juan
Marichal and third
baseman Brooks Robinson were inducted into
the Hall last year.

Trying to avoid mass exits

CINCINNATI (AP) The Cincinnati Reds,
who have been
devastated in recent
years because of free
agency and unwillingness_lo pay high
salaries, are for the first
time offering multi-year
contracts to younger
players.
"This approach offers
advantages to both the
club and the player,"
said Woody Woodward,
assistant general
manager, Monday.
"It can give the the
player some security
and give the club a little
flexibility. If you know
there are certain in-

Halftime score - Murray St 30
Fredonia St 25 Fouled out - None
Rebounds - Fredonia St 27 (Cappelletti 101, Murray St 30 Martin
101 Assists - Fredonia St 10
(Greven II. Murray St 14 (Sleets
51 Total fouls - Fredonia St 14,
Murray St 15 A - 2,182

Hien School Basketball
Monday Gaines
Girls
Adair Co 66. Metcalfe Co
Anderson Co 28, Spencer C..0 23
Bardstown 49. Bardstown
Bethlehem 46
Belfry 72. Johnson Central 46
Berea In Richmond Model 32
Breckinridge Co 61 Owensboro
68
Carlisle Co 63, Fancy Farm 85
Caverns 58, W Hardin 52 (VT)
Clay Co 61. Breathitt CO 41
E Hardin 67, Larue Co 155
Fairview 46 Russell 42
Franklin -Simpson 51. Logan Co
31
Garrard Co 17 Pulaski Co. 37
Grayson Co 54. WhItesburg
Trinity 13
Green Co 57, Hart Co 50
Hazard 53. Corbin 44
Ky
Country Day 58. Lou
Portland Christian 43
Lawrence Co 56, PaIntsvllle 21
Leslie Co 76, Letcher 41
Lex. Catholic 35. Lex Henry Clay
34
Livingston Central gfit. Raidland
56
Lou Male 51. Lou Angela Mend
44
Lowes 68. Wingo 36
Marshall County 86. Mayneld 49
611 C Napier 72. Sheldon Clark 53
Nelson Co 38, N Bullitt 34

go up. Competition and deregulation in the telecommunications industry mean an end to local service
subsidies from long distance and
other competitive services. That
means local phone rates must increase to reflect more of the true
costs of providing local service.
Local Measured Service options
(available tohomes and businesses
in many areasr can help keep kite
service charges down. Local Measured Service is especially attractive
to people who don't use the phone
a lot to make local calls and for
people who can't, or don't wish to,
pay for Premium Flat Rate Service.

How to get special
services.
South Central Bell still offers convenient services such as Touch-Tone.
dialing, Call Waiting, Call Forwarding, Speed Calling and Three-Way
Calling (available in some areas).
And new services(available in
some areas)such as Prestige" Service
that gives expanded calling capabilities to business and residence customers with more than one line. And
ESSX Service that uses advanced
electronic switching service technol ogy to give businesses PBX features1

We're doing everything we can to
see that the changes brought about
by divestiture and increased competition are as easy for you as possible. And nothing will affect the high
quality of service you've come to expect from us.
If you have questions or want
more information, return the
coupon below. Or call on us at the
Bell Answer Center, toll free,
1 800555-5000, 8 a.m. till 8 p.m. CST,
Monday through Friday.
We're still your phone company.

Options let you keep
costs down.
One change you've probably
heard about is that local rates will

CALL

-1
Send to Bee Answer Center. P CAM 34040. Loutsvele. KY 40232

ON UL

Information please! I'd like to know more about changes in
Name'

•

Coping with change.

my telephone service.
*

.
- 01•••••••
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Action is urged

Trucker gives life to save others
'CHICAGO (AP) —
Thirty-five years of experience on the road
boiled down to a splitsecond decision and
Harold Knott didn't
hesitate. Four lives
were saved, but his was
lost.
The 61-year-old truck
driver swerved off a
snow-swept expressway
Monday to avoid col-

llding with a station
wagon carrying a
mother and three
children, but was killed
when his rig went
through a guardrail and
fell 25 feet, police said.
The woman was arrested later in the day at
her home after being
charged with leaving
the scene of the accident
and changing lanes

without due caution. She
was, Identified as
Leonid. Acevedo, S$.
Her children ranged in
age from IS to 9.
"He was a giving person." James Tanis,
ICrastt's ion-In-law, said
Monday night. "It didn't
surprise us.
"He'd been driving a
truck all his life, and
had never been in a
serious accident
before," he said. "Cars
are always doing idiot
things and every truck
driver faces that."
Sgt. Michael Connelly
of the major-accidents
investigation unit, said,
"If he had failed to
swerve, the truck would
have run right up over
the station wagon.
There's no doubt that
the woman and her
three children owe their
lives to this trucker."
After entering the
roadway, the station
wagon failed to stay in
the far right lane. Knott

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Collection of
facts
4 College
degree: abbr
6 Long. deep
Cut
11 Frankness
13 Football
position
15 Printer's
measure
16 Angry
18 Biblical weed
19 Legal
matters
21 Poetic name
for Ireland
22 Supposing
that
23 Commemorative
marches
26 Distant
29 Periods of
time
31 Sea eagle
33 Symbol for
ruthenium
34 Part of
'to be
35 Crony '
colloq
38 Sweet potato
39 Exists
40 Sun god
41 Pintail duck
43 A state
•
45 Article
47 Calumniate
50 Chinese
distance
measure
52 Food fish
53 Suitable
56 Among
58 Willow
60 Babylonian
deity •
61 Glossy fabric
63 Takes as
one's own

65 Loved ones
66 Steamship
abbr
67 Inquire
DOWN

Answer to Previous Puzzle
US OU MUM
A MONO
UNUNUO
UONOCOU CO
OU OUUU OMB
M UUN
UNDO EOM
ONUU MUNN CO
MEM ERWIN
121 OUUU MOULIN
A ON COM MOO
NON UNDO EC
UN MUUMUU U
CUOMO MOM
MUM EU DO

1 Genus of
maples
2 Title
3 Each
4 Shipworm
5 Macaw
6 General view
of landscape
7 French article
8 Against
9 Cudgel
10 Pronoun
30 Oriental
12 Roman gods
nurse
14 Note of scale li2 Large birds
17 Rise and fall 36 Wine cup
of ocean
37 Instructions
20 Secret agent 42 Epic poetry
24 Snakes
44 Beverage
25 Nahoor
46 Choice part
sheep
48 Man's name
27 Solo
49 Musical
28 Hurry
instruments.
2? Arrow

51 Mental image
54 Fondles
55 Chore
56 Conjunction
57 Insane
59 Artificial
language
62 Teutonic
deity
64 Parent
colloq

WNW WW WWWWW
BMW= =MIN
WM MEM WINIMM
WNW WM
WWMIIMMW WWW
WM= WENW WM
WWW WEN WM
WWI=
6111 WEIN
NW WIIMWWEN
WWW
WW
WM= WIIIMEW 11111
WMIIIMWM WINN=
ME= WM WM.

I KNEW I SHOULDN'T
NAVE WORN THIS PURPLE
DRESS TO SCHOOL!

MOM
MAPE
ME!

DID ANYONE
SAY ANYTHING?

more.

Sales and use taxes
also went up by 8.6 percent from 1982, Gillis
said.
Coal severance tax
receipts in December
1983 were about the
same as the previous
year, down only 0.3 percent, Gillis said. But he
noted that was encouraging news since
the severance tax had
been lagging recently.
Through the first six
months of the current
fiscal year, total
general fund revenues
are up 4.5 percent compared to the 1982 period.

OF COURSE!!
SOMEBOPV ALWAYS

THEY SAID I LOOKED
LIKE A TALL GRAPE!

seat in 1968, is running
as an'independent.
Other special elections will be held Jan. 24
In the 18th, 48th and 69th
Districts to fill vacancies left by state Auditor
Mary Ann Tobin, an Irvington Democrat, and
Harold Haering, RLouisville, and Art
Schmidt, R-Cold Spring,
who were elected to the
Senate.

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 4r44 %
A change in travel plans is
to your benefit. Talk with
higher-ups about raises or new
projects. Enjoy cultural pursuits.
,
TAURUS
(Apr.
Mbo
t4raMtive2°)
a effortstre
favored now. Confidentiality
abets the realization of financial goals. Be discreet.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
A friend's declaration of affection may embarrass you.
Be sure to attend a gala social
event. Act on your ideas at
work.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)

44

SAYS SONtETNIN6!

By Abigail Van Buren

•

Trip to Altar Can Be Long
For Massachusetts Couples

10
I HEARD THAT
THE KEY TO
SUCCESS IS
HARD WORK

rWELL,I 'MINK
THE KEY TO
SUCCESS IS TO
GET PLENTY
OF REST
_2
tvl

IF YOU ARE MY
CONSCIENCE,WHAT
ARE YOU DOING IN
MY FOOD BOWL?

I IPLAN TO BE
n-IE MOST
WELL- RESTED
MILL I ONAIRE N
THE WORLD!

egg%

WHAT PO
YOU REALLY
LOOK LIKE?
TOOK ON
A FORM YOU
WOOL 12
UNDERSTAND

I DON`Ic YOU'RE JUST
JEALOUS
BELIEVE
JBECPUSE I
IT!
HAVE A GOAL!

I LOOK LIKE
EVERYONE'S
MOTHER

6

NATCH
0
0
0

GARFIC9
LITM PAWS
WHAT'LL
IT BE?

I-10
GIVE THIS YOUNG
5QUIRT A SHIRLEY
TEMPLE!

DEAR ABBY: A letter appeared recently in your column
in the Brockton (Mass.) Enterprise from "Kathleen,"
whose son wanted to marry hi, first cousin. Kathleen's
letter stated that first cousins could not marry in Massachusetts. Abby, for some strange reason, this is a common
misconception among the citizens of this state; first
cousins can marry in Massachusetts_
Kathleen asked if her son and his cousin went to
another state to marry and returned to live in Massachusetts, would they be living in sin in Massachusetts?
You replied that a valid marriage is valid in every state.
Wrong! Not in Massachusetts!
If Massachusetts' residents go to another state to contract a Marriage that cannot be legally performed in
Massachusetts, and said couple return to continue to
reside in Massachusetts, their marriage would not be valid
in the state of Massachusetts.
ELAINE TRUDEAU, REGISTRAR,
REGISTRY OF VITAL RECORDS, BOSTON, MASS.

0
WELL,IF
YOU MUST
KNOW..

4MW
OWTO

ARFIEL9
1954 United Feature Synd.cate.inc

THE FIRST LAW OF
ARMY PH Y5IC6: HUMOR
POES NOT TRAVEL It-'
TWO DIRECTIONS

Copies were also
made available to. the
news media.
"There are those who
say the opportunity will
never be greater than it
Is now," Ms. Watson
s4.id. "I don't know if
they a.re right or wrong,
but to not act now is a
risk that we• cannot
afford."

Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,JANUARY11,1964

Candidates file
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Two candidates
have filed with the state
Board of Elections to fill
the seat vacated by
David Boswell, a Sorgho
Democrat who is now
state commissioner of
agriculture.
Democrat John Arnold, 39, a Sturgis
chiropractor, and Sam
McElroy, 62, a Waverly
businessman, will face
off in a special election
Jan. 17 for the 7th
District seat. McElroy,
who lost a bid for the

. detehnining such a
bluelirint already extsta, Ms. Watson said in
the letter, . a copy of Pe
which was. sent to
Superintendent 'cif
Public Instruction Alice
McDonald, Feducatiop
Seeretar
Raw
-Nystrtutd and all of the
members of the General
Assembly.

Your Individual
Horoscope

PET OF THE WEEK — This three or four month old
German Shepherd, very friendly, would make a fine
child's pet. It is available for adoption at the Animal
Shelter, 105 E. Sycamore St., just east of South
Fourth Street, operated by Humane Society of
Calloway County. Animals who do not find homes
must be put to sleep. Call 759-4141 for information.
Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday,
10 a.m. to,noon, Thursday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Saturday, and noon to 4 p.m., Sunday.

Knott's wife, Vera, of
suburban Lansing, collapsed when police informed her of the accident and had to be
treated by paramedics.

Tax receipts up
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — State tax
receipts rose substantially in December, said
Revenue Secretary
Gary Glllis.
Overall, tax receipts
In December 1983 rose
10.3 percent over
December 1982, according to a news release
from the Revenue
Cabinet issued Monday.
Corporate and individual income taxes
led the rise, Gillis said,
with companies paying
17.2 percent more in
December 1983 than
1982 and individuals
paying 12.6 percent

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Jefferson County Commissioner Sylvia
Watson has urged Gov.
Martha Layne Collins
not to put 'off facing
educational issues during this meeting of the
General Assembly.
'a letter 'to the
governor sent- Monday,
Ms. Watahnt said it is
"Increasingly apparent
that a growing number
of Kentuckians support
major,. educational
reform
Ms Watson called on
the governor to convene
"an educational summit
conference" where
specific programs could
be worked out to which
all groups could agree.
The research for

swerved to avoid a collision and apparently lost
control of the tractortrailer, which crashed
through a guard rail and
fell 25 feet onto a street
running under Interstate 90.
A state Department of
Transportation crew
had to cut Knott from
the tangled wreckage.
He was pronounced
dead at a nearby
hospital, Connelly said.
Mrs. Acevedo, a fac
tory worker, told police
she left the scene
because she "panicked"
after the crash. Her car
was found parked adjacent to the expressway
and police traced her to
her home through the
license plate on the
damaged car.

DEAR READERS: Mea culpa. Mea maxima cuipa.
I learned a lesson today. When it comes to the law,
never assume anything.
My office phoned Elaine Trudeau in Boston to
thank her for the above information, and to inquire,
"What types of marriages would be legal in other
states, but not in Massachusetts?"
We were told that a marriage between a man and
his son's wife is one example. Another: Marriage
between a couple who have not waited the required
six months following a Massachusetts divorce, have
gone elsewhere to be married and returned to live
in Massachusetts.
So, dear readers, what seems logical is not
necessarily legal.
as.

DEAR ABBY: Your response to "Kathleen," who was
worried about the legality of the marriage of her son to
his first cousin, missed the mark. Whether or not firstcousin marriages performed in one state are valid in
another state is really of secondary importance when one
considers the genetic implications of such marriages.
Kathleen alluded to this problem when she wrote, "There
is no insanity in our family, so we thought the marriage
was OK."
Insanity is, perhaps, the least of the possible inheritable
disorders experienced by offspring. Kathleen's son and his
first cousin inherited similar genetic material from the
common grandparent(s), and modern genetics have shown
that there may be an increased risk of spontaneous miscarriage or, if there is a family history of some forms of
inheritable disease, of occurrence of certain diseases in the
offspring.
'though their marriage may be legal, they should
seek counseling from an M.D. and/or someone trained in
genetic counseling prior to marrying or havidg children.
J.G. SPANGLER, M.D.,
GEISINGER MEDICAL CENTER, DANVILLE,PA.
•••

DEAR ABBY: A woman I work with told me that she
and her husband have tried for years to have a child but
she couldn't get pregnant, so they both went for physical
examinations and found out that her husband was sterile.
Then she told me they have applied to several adoption
*agencies and were told it will take between five and six
— years before they can get a child.
I said her why they didn't try artificial insemination,
and she told me that in the eyes of the church (Catholic)
artificial insemination is the same as adultery. Abby, can
this be true?
NO NAME IN MASSACHUSETTS
DEAR NO NAME:She informed you correctly.
•••

(Getting married? Whether you want
formal
chards wedding or %simple, "do-your-owls-Wag''
ceremony, get Abby's tisokiet. geed III plus•kusg,
self-addressed, stamped (37 emits) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Holly-wood. Calif.,

Children respond to your
direction. Do not let distractions interfere with career.
Important gains are possible
now.
LEO
(July 23to Aug.22) 4/24riC
A date may be cancelled,
but the alternative surpasses
your expectations. Leisure acinvi
ti
vimo
glies are especially telfill(Ayugou,re
.23toSept.22)
andnif
irs
shrewd
ceptive, but remember to be tactfol. Both domestic and financial interests are highlighted.
Lll3RA
(Sept. 23to Oct. 22) Ari
You're able to lift the spirits
of a loved one. Your belief in
your own potential rubs off on
others. Enter financial
negotiations.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) nt'eV
Though chances to improve
income arise now, you still
have to guard against extravagance. Perceptions are
sharp.
SAGTITARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21) "
You're able to pull strings
successfully. - Romance is
glamorous. Make plans to go
somewhere special tonight.
Listen to intuition.
CAPRICORN
Dec.22 to Jan. 19) vs,
You're able to rise to a position of leadership through
your verbal skills. Family
members enjoy private
togetherness. ATe4RntsIUSci
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Keep career chats confidential. Opportunity comes
through friendships, though
one acquaintance's behavior
borders on the obnoxious. .
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Don't save with one hand
and waste with the other. Your
career pays off financially
now. Make plans to expand.
YOU BORN TODAY are
both idealistic and practical.
You have many unusual ideas
but need to cultivate a sense of
humor to get them across to
others. Be cheerful, and social
contacts will help you rise to
the top. You have strong artistic leanings and also would
make a good spokesman for a
cause. At times, you can be
high-strimg and Must guard
against displays of temperament. Though you often
choose business, you belong in
creative fields. Birth date of:
Hamilton,
Alexander
statesman; William James,
philosopher; and Eva Le
Gallienne,actress.

\CLASSIFIEDS
2.Notice

To Mom & Dad
HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY
Love Y2 Both,
Samantha

\

-HAPPY
3rd
ANNIVERSARY
JENNIE & JIM
From, Sherry
PADUCAH Gun Show,
Jaycee Civic Center,
Saturday and Sunday,
Gun door prise. McCann
Gun Show 619-1137.7543 or
5024161-3877. Next show
Fri 4 - 5.
TAXES filed. Sher(
Forms $7.50, Itemised
$15.00. New offering in
home service for shut-ins.
Call Joyce Noel Tax Service at 489,9440 for
appointment.
Jim Sutter & Awry
Henry w•be In oUr
showroom from
5:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., FrL
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Okis-Pent.-Ced.-Oui*

11
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5. Lost and Found
$50 REWARD. Lost large
male Seal Point Siamese
cat. Lost In 5 point area.
Call collect 901-986-9550.

We are located • 6. Help Wanted
downtow. a RN
the
or LPN needed. Full
081 shopping cent.,
time opening available
at-ross from th,
for the 11-7 shift. EmBank Of Wirral/
CARTER STUDIO
4,1, MAIN. /53 829i4
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6. Help Wanted

Help Wanted

WANTED. Men and
women who want to
work. You will be
selling specialty adver
Using items, business
premiums and selety
awards to banks,
businesses and industries in your area.
You will be earning the
highest commissions
while working your own
hours. We offer a corn-,
plete benefit and training program. Call collect 502-896-8757, ask for
Mr. Thooute.
CHER BELI creations.
Aloe Vera Cosmetics Co
Is now hiring party plan
sales people. Send resume to P Henley, Rte 10
Box 406, Paducah Ky
42001 or call 502-584-4188.
HOUSEKEEPER, every
Friday, mature, dependable, experienced,
have references.Call after 7 pm.753-0413.
MAISMAINCE SUPERVISOR, developing and
supervising a Preventive
Maintaince program for
trucks and plant equipment for multiple
locations also hiring and
supervision of plant
workers and drives at
main location. Send replies to P.O. Box 1040 F,
Murray Ky.
Need responsible person
to take care of 4 year old
child, Monday, Wednesday and Friday. 20 hours
week your house or mine.
references, 753-4996
ONE reason why so
many parents become
successful World Book
sales representatives is
because the person they
visit is usually a parent
too. Parents share your
concern for quality
education and a
stimulating home learning environment. If
you'd like to meet new
people, discuss their
children's educational
needs, and earn a good
Income contact us today. Full time and part
time opportunities for
men and women. Call
for information. Phone
753-5570 for interview.
FtRA or ART on consulting basis. Hillman Hospital Inc, Fulton Ky, 42041
502-472-1613.

ABSOLUTELY
Guaranteed $250
Weekly Paychecks
Work in the comfort and
security of your own
residence. No e x perience. Equal opportunity employer. Complete details and application sent. Write to
Wealthco, 700 N. St.
Mary's (Hiring Dept)
No. 1400. San Antonio,
Texas 78205.
ARTIST'S models,
temporary part-time, $5
per hr. Experienced
and artistic sensatively
preferred. Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for
spring semester 1984.
Contact Art Dept.,
Murray State University. 762-3784. E0E/MF.
9. Situation

Wanted

SHG, Typing gervice.
P.O. Box 45. Call 7580406.
WILL do baby sitting day
or night la mpeme Call
750-4808, •
10. Business Opportunity

HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
Now open for
1984
Tax
Season, 7 years
experience.
1104 Pogue
Ave.
502-759-1425

14. Want to Buy
F or F2 Gleaner Combine.
Call 492-8580.
ONE owner car, lowrnilage, front wheel drive
prefered. Call 758-4998.
Call 7533102.
RAW Furs. Raccoon,
mink, muskrat, red and
gray fox, opossum, beaver, coyote. McClellan,
Pulaski, Ill. 818-342-6318.
USED air conditioners.
Dill Electric. 753-9104.
WANTED: Round or
baled hay. Call 436-2997 or
753-4593

PoR'irA crus.

We Don't
/SPRINKLE THE AREA...

WE
COVER IT!

- yr.

16. Home Furnishings
27. Mob Homss$orSais
24 CI! M. Side by Side 12x6.5 TRAft2R tor safe,
refrigerator. Call 755. ('.all 7534551 after 5pm or
7252 after 5p.m.
see Brandon Dill, Dllis
2 PC.1rvg room suite, Trailer Court.
gold velvet. 758-2515.
1974 14x70 MOBILr
piece maple bed- home, 8 BR. Pa bath.
room suite, Maple dining Call 753-8810 or 758-4589.
room suite, Tappen elec- 1974 MOBILE home,
tric stove, Kenmore electric heat, air condiWashing machine. Call tion unit, partly fur437-4572.
nished, 2 BR, good
Furniture, 15 cu ft condition. 438-4151
upright freezer, electric
ranges, refrigerators 28. Mobile Homes tor Rent
couchs, chairs, dinette TWO bedroom Trailer,
suite, New solid oak re- excellent condition In
production tables and country, large lot with
chairs. Special on bed patio. $285 with utilities or
pillows 77 cents each. $185 without. Call 901-286George Hodge & Sons, 010 0805.
Dixieland Center,
29. Heatirg and Cooling
Murray.
USED oak king size bed- POR sale, wood stove.
room suite (bed and Used 2 seasons, good
dresser) Call 759-1398.
condition $90 firm.
WASMA and Dryer, ex- After 6p.m., 759-4636.
cellent condition. $250 for
the set. Call 759-4838 after 30. Business Rentals
BUILDINGS on the
3 PM.
University campus.
Ideal for sororities,
2 2 . Musical
fraternities or offices
ALVEREZ duitar, good 75i-2967
condition. 1150. Call 7536639.
Mini
PIANO for sale. WanWarehouse
ted. Responsible party
to assume small
Storage Space
monthly payments on
spinet/console piano.
For Rent
Can be seen locally.
7534751
Write: (include phone
number) Credit Mana- dMMII=igIMIIIN=I11113
ger, P.O. Box 521, 32. Apts for Rent
Beckemeyer, IL 62219.
1 BR apt., 1628 Miller. 1
block from University.
24. Miscellaneous
$110. Call 733-7123.
EFFICIENCY apt. $100
plus utilities. Room $50
FIREWOOD, 18 inch, $20 plus utilities. 753-8185 or
rick picked up, $25 rick 438-2411.
delivered. Minimum 2
PUTERTUTEIT:
ricks. Call 474-2329.
ficiency, 1 or 2 beFIREWOOD for sale, Call drooms, also sleeping
753-5483 or 753-0144.
rooms. Zimmerman
FIREWOOD for sale. Call Apts. S. 16th St.
436-2197.
753-6609.
FIREWOOD, $25 a rick NICE small furnished
delivered. Call 435-4389.
apt. 300 Woodlawn.
Seasoned hickory, oak, Fred McClure.
mixed hardwoods, ONE and Two bedroom
330/rick delivered. Min. apartments, near down
order-2 ricks. Call John town Murray. Call 753Boyer at 753-0338.
4109, 762-6650 or 436-2844.
WHILE they last. 12 Volt ONE bedroom furnished
Auto Batteries, $15 Ex- Apartment, 121 North,
change. Call 753-3711.
next to fairgrounds, no
W005 for sale. $22.50 pets. Call 753-3139.
rick delivered. Also TWO bedroom duplex
build plank fences. 759- now available, stove, re9313 after 5p.m.
frigerator, carpet, recenUy redecorated. Deposit required, couple
prefered, no pets, Call
438-7755.

USED

\\

34. Houses for Rent
1631 COLLEGE Farm
Road. 3 bedroom, large
kitchen, den, game
room, utility room.
Washer, dryer and refrigerator furnished.
Two blocks from campus. $350 monthly, References. Call (606)
276-3829. Available
February 1st.
5 R00/1 office suite.
Located 708 S. 4th St.
next to Black's Decorating Center. See
Carlos Black, Jr. or call
758-0839 or 436-2935.
A COUPLE of young
ladies wants to share a
house. Located near
MSU and downtown
with 1 or 2 other ladles.
Call Rebekah, 759-072.
TWO bedroom house near
University. completely
furnished $180. per
month. Available for Jan
15. Deposit required. Call
Spann Realty Associates
753-7724.

36. For Rent or Lease
FIVE car shop for rent or
lease, Rent will be decreased in slow months.
Call Mickey Pierce 7533134 or 759-4845.

hat Does
TMC Mean
To You?
message can reach

Your Advertising
(16,800
households) throughtut Murray, Calloway County and
-six surrounding counties in Kentucky and Tennessee.
The Murray Ledger and Times has a daily circulation
of 7,800 and the Shopping Guide has a weekly circulation of 9,000. Ads may be purchased for combined low
rates. Ask our advertising department staff about how
TMC "con ring your cash register."
WE GUARANTEE DELIVERY AND RESULTS!

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Bassett puppies and
AKC Beagle puppies,
wormed and shots, Call
489-2599.
AKC Registered Great
Dane Puppies, black,
Male $75, Female $50.
Call 753-9530.
AKC registered miniature Shelties, LHASA,
ATSO English Springer
Spaniels, Bassett Hound
puppies. 1st shots and
wormed. Deposit will
hold. Also other AKC
Breeds for sale. Call
489-2495
43. Real Estate

Porde.a Mune=
Insomnia &
Real Estate
Seetbside Cowl Sq.
Remy,Iteetedry
753-4451
TAKE OUT advise and ca
KOPPERUD REALTY
and ask to see this two
unit Apartment. Vinyl
siding, aluminum trim,
new roof and new gas
furnace for low maintaince costs. Priced at
$29,500. Call 753-1222.
IcK
g
r
ome
This property can be used
as a single family residence or 1.2. or 3 Rental
units. A good Investment
for under $30,000. Attractive assumable loan. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY,

REALTY
9-

iles$111pst 7134e66

Mi!ierray Ledger & Times
01IP 4100-0.110 0.10

43. Real Estate

ram

WITH(TMC)
TOTAL MARKET
COVERAGE.

1001 WhItmoll
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANT-City of
Murray Planning Department. Clerical
skills required. Application are
available in the Planning Departments,
City Hall Building, Fifth and Poplar
Streets.
The city of Murray is an Equal Opportunity employer. Operating under an
affirmative action plan.

ad

110

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
7.83
Opened
Today
8.03
Up
.20

GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS -OLYMPIC PLAZA
%Nu buy Gold Silver a Duvuourts
Hours 10 8 Doily 17 5 Suocloy

roes to
i social

rise to
xig arwould
in for a
can be
guard
Mperaoften
long in
late of:
ilton,
James,
va Le

ployee will be schedualed
to work Mon-Fri with every weekend off. Contact
Care Inn, 247-0200.

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 375.25
Opened
Today
371.50
Down
3.75

,

-- • vr

31r-s.431 M MU(311PIE 310 311:"
or%

LISA ALLEN
& THE
SOUNDS OF
TENNESSEE
Now auditioning
Lead
Guitar and key
board players.
Some
•x perrience needed. C/W music.
11 Interested
contact Earl
Allen
502436-2686.
After 6 p.m.
call collect.

••• r

753-1916

lam 756-3006
L iNalre
lel!Calisessr Used
Nome,imagery 42171
042)134134
Mulles
L ROOM
Dram

Appointments made
for your convenience. Fug time sale
associates evening
phones.
Amos McCarty 753-2241
Thews kright 753-7721
Joyce betsworth 753-1310
Aras heart .763-2477
Loris kir
763-2401
Praia ikon
753-5725
k61
41122
44. Lots f•r Sale
COMMERCIAL property located at 308 and
305 N. 12th St. 150' of
street frontage. Zoned
for medium density
business. Has 2 rental
houses. $90,000.
Murray-Calloway Co
Realty. 753-8146.

411. Auto Services
IMPORT Auto Salvage
New and used parts for
most imports at reasonable prices 4742825
Intr-rgine
uIff". We
Dual Port 350 Exchange 474-2825

53

Services Offered

4 9 . Used Cars

FOR SALE
Cadillac
Diesel, white
with burgandy
top, excellent
condition. 22
miles per gallon
plus you save $8
to $10 a tank on
diesel fuel. Will
trade, finance
with down payment or pay of
bank balance.
753-7113
1981

GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
Specifications Call
Sears 753 2310 tor free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in by
Sears. TVA approved
Save on those high
heating and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
tor free estimates

Aluminum and Vinyl
siding sad Alessisem
trim for ell houses. It
stein Pad*.
Jock Glover
753-1173

45. Farms for Sale
LEE'S CARPET
TWO for One, Two houses
CLEANING. Murray's
plus 17 acres. Nice
only professional Carcountry home in tip top 1971 GRANT)PRIX, good pet Cleaning Company
condition, plus a small condition, pa, pb, Power with over 12 years
rental house. Land has a windowc$500 or best of- continuous local service
creek, pond and some fer. CV..11 before 5pm 753- using the most powerful
timber. Located in the 8430, after 5pm 759-4865.
cleaning system made
Northwest part of the 1971 TOYOTA Corolla, Hundreds of satisfied
countyand priced at $70, $400. 1971 Chev Pickup repeat customers
000 for the whole pack- needs motor or overhaul, Licensed and Insured
age. Call KOPPERUD $150. Call 345-2478.
We move the furniture
REALTY 753-1222 for 1973 CHEVROLET K-20 4 free. Free estimates, 24
more details.
wheel drive truck, 3 year hour service, 753-5827.
old Red Bone Squirrel
46. Homes for Sale
WI haul white rock,
3 BR house, natural gas Call 435-4557 after 7pm.
sand, lime, rip rap and
heat, central air, ad- 1976 HONDA
Civic, AM
masonary sand. coal.
ditional living space or
Call Roger Hudson,
efficiency apt. with tape and radio,
new paint,
753-4545
or
separate entrance. New excellent condition,
lots
753-6763.
storage building, 12x18 of miles $1195.
Call 436many extras. 2 blocks 5610.
from college in quiet
neighborhood. Sale by 1976 TOYOTA Celia, MCKINNEY Appliance
good condition. Call Service on all major
owner. 753-3949.
759-4868 or 436-2454 after appliance-s. Wards,
3 BR house, natural gas 4p.m.
Westinghouse, Maytag,
beat, central air, additional living space or 1977 PINTO Station Wa- Tappen, Admiral, G.E
efficiency apt. with gon, automatic, P/S. and all others. No. 10
separate entrance. New P/B, and air. Good con- Dixieland Ctr 753-8505.
NEED work on your
storage building, 12x16 dition. Call 753-8124.
many extras. 2 blocks 1978 PONTIAC Bon- trees?
from college in quiet neville, tilt, power win- Topping, pruning, shapneighborhood. Sale by dows, AM/FM stereo, ing, complete removal
excellent condition. Call and more. Call BOVER'S
owner. 753-3949.
405 S. 12th St., Murray. 3 after 5pm 753-8897 or 753- TREE SERVICE for
Professional, tree care
BR brick house, electric 2901.
heat, insulated, re- 1080 BONNEVILLE 753-0338.
wired. To be moved by Brougham Diesel, local
car, 28 to 32 MPG, 46,000
buyer. 1-502-554-9560.
/317 owner, 3 bedroom miles, all power. Call
brick, living room, din- 753-3807 after 3:30p.m.
ing room combination, Must see to appreciate.
fireplace, 2 car carport, $4,975.
large corner lot with 19111 CHEVROLET
two out buildings. Chevette 2 dr., ac.,
Located at 13th and radio, excellent condiSycamore. Low $40's. tion. 23,000 miles. Local,
one owner car. 758-02U.
Call 753-8152.
-COUNTRY home, 4 bed- 1983 MAZDA, GLe BOB'S Home Im
room, 1 1/2 bath, living automatic, &Ir, will sell provemerit and General
Contracting. 20 years
room with cathedral ceil- for payoff. Call 753-9644.
ing, also has fireplace 1967 CORVAIR. Black, experience, additions,
with heatolater, large hardtop. Newly up- carpentry, painting,
kitchen, formal dining holstered, new engine. concrete work,
room, den and large Sharp! Price negotia- aluminum awnings and
storage room. By Owner. ble. Call 753-7863 after- trailer skirting. Call
753-4501.
noons or evenings.
Call 436-2197.
FORMAL OR INFORMAL... This is a
Ai
Strrict
great entertainment
home. You can get in on
Minion all 'ley I
the fun with this four
site; Cube trim welt.
1972 Cadillac
bedroom, two bath, Pa
Mermen Gil Will U
story home.. Fenced
Extra Clean
back patio.. Truly a
biley, 753411.
509
11th
S.
marvelous home for entertaining and comfortable family living...Let's 50. Used Trucks
SEWING Machine, Resee this one today. CENpair. All makes and
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, 1953 FORD Pickup, models.- Industrial,
good condition. 435-4326 home and commercial.
Realtors. .753-1492.
TRIZOCUTE- CONDI- or 435-4158.
38 yrs. experience. All
TION! The results of 1968 CHEVY Pickup, 327 work guaranteed. Kenautomatic,
new
tires
and
hours of hard work by the
neth Barnhill, 753-267/,
owners are evident in this wheels, custom interior. Stella, Ky.
nice.
at
1803
See
College
lovely home 3 bedroom, 2
WET BASEMENT? We
bath. All new carpet, new Farm Road.
make wet basements
1976
FORD
Van, Call 753- dry. Work completely
drapes and freshly pain1266
or
at
night 753-3493.
ted inside and out. Nice
guaranteed. Call or
patio on back... large 1977 INTERNATIONAL write Morgan Constorage area plus 2 car Scout, 4 wheel drive, struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
carport. For your per- automatic, 54000 miles, 409A, Paducah, Ky
sonal tour, call CEN- one owner. will trade. 42001 or call 1-442-7026.
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, Call 436-2802.
Realtors at 753-1492.
AS1 unbelieveable buy is 53. Services Offered
this beautiful, well APPLIANCE SERcared for home over- VICE
Kenmore,
INTERIOR
looking Kentucky Lake Westinghouse,
EXTERIOR
and all the nice fur- Whirlpool. 21 years
nishings for only experience. Parts and
PAINTING
$49,1930! Two baths; full service. Bobby Hopper,
basement with Bob's Appliance SerWALLPAPERING
workshop: central heat vice, 202 S. 5th St.
and air; large screened 753-4872, 753-8886
in porch. Must be seen (home).
to appreciate. Roberts PtNCE sales at Sears
Realty, 758-1651.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
PASSTVE Solar home, for free estimate for
rustic in lovely Para- your needs.
din setting, 3 to 5 acres. GENERAL
FREE ESTIMATES*
HOME
Country living only 10
REPAIR. 15 years ex•
minutes from town.
Carpentry,
Three spacious be- perience
56, Free Column
drooms. Two full bathe, concrete, plumbing
sliding.
roofing,
NO
to good home ii
PPM
plush. carpeting
throughout. Kitchen JOB TO SMALL. Free month old male German
complete with built-in estimates. Days 753- Shepherd collie mixed
Call 753-7410.
appliances, lots of 6973, nights 474-2276.
storage. Don't buy anything until you see this
JUST USTEDI A real buy is the four
one. By owner, 753-4501.
IRREE bedroom brick
bedroom, two lk•half bath, brick at 1406
Ranch style home on
Sycamore. On•room and bath could be exacreage in Lynn Grove,
tra income. Range, dishwasher, disposal,
wood burning 'dove, low
fireplace, carpet, drapes. Fenced beck yard.
utilities. Call 435-4559
Storage bulding. 139,900.00
after Spin.

CAR FOR SALE

PAINTING

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716

4 7 . Motorcycles
1980 CB 750F Honda,
low miles. 435-4326 or
435-4158.
1980 HONDA XR-110.
Call 753-7362 after Op.m.
1982 TM Tri-Moto 126
1-Wheeler, excellent
condition. 06-2372.
Tr250
"TirnZi771110
miles, like new. Call
435-4178 after 6:30p.m.
46. Auto Services
ill? CAMARO tody
pea di, 74 Monte Carlo and
74 Cutlass for parts, retp
360 Stack engines, 1116
Olds, Pontiac, Buick
tranengsidone _vs este.
Raj wheels *or Claw
and Olds $1111 set.?)
Cutlass and TI Ikeda
Carle doers. W111 sill or
trade. Cell 11141127.

Quality build home with purchase options
available! Three bedroom brick, three lots.
near Ky. Lake. Electric garage door opener,
dishwasher, central hest and ak, range,
carpet, ceiling fan, woed-buming stove,
fenced back yard, potion, outside storage.
Al this and more for only $56.000.000
25 lots nest Kentucky Lake. $30,000.00
214 lots, city water, septic tank, Grove
Heights Subdivision. $4.500.00

&fa
12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1651
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Business permit refused by Iudge

OBITUARIES

Ms. Reboulet irlair ap- believe it or others
MONTICELLO, Ky.
Her attorney took ex(AP) — Wayne County ception to the peal Upchurch's ruling believe it or not, is not
Judge -Executive references to Ms. in Wayne Circuit Cotirt. the issue. I have the
Hailice Upchurch said Reboulet's problems in Carter said she hasn't right to do this. And ...
he refused to issue a Somerset. MB. Reboulet indicated if she .would people have the right to
come to me," said the
•
business permit to a did open a business in file an appeal.
Six persons joined Mc -45-year-old former Montaelf-proclaimed clair- Somerset last fall and
William Fulton Bates,
voyant because he was cited, said attorney Reboulet's husband in tana resident.
Sr., 72, Ftt. 1, Puryear,
speaking in her behalf
for her safety, Ross Carter.
Term., State Line Road,
Herman H. Futrell, feared
He said the. citation during the 'public
died today at 7 a.m. at 79, Rt. 2, Duchanan, among other reasons.
Best-selling records of
Upchurch held a dealt with his'client's hearing.
his home.
Tenn., died Sunday at
Joy Smith, the judge's the week of Jan.8 based
The deceased was a the Henry County three-hour public hear- failure to obtain a city
retired engineer with General Hospital, Paris, ing on the issue Monday, license which cost $400. administrative assis- on Cashbox magazine's
the Tennessee Valley Term. He was a retired before rejecting the ap- Ms. Reboulet wasn't tant, said four of those nationwide survey were
plication from Suzan aware of the license fee were relatives of Ms. as follows:
Authority. He was a farmer.
1. "Union of the
plan- requirement, said Reboulet. She also
member of a Tennessee
Born Jan. 22, 1904, he Reboulet, who had
being
as
described
one
a
Snake,"
Duran Duran
Carter.
psychic
do
to
ned
lodge of Free and Ac- was the son of the late
2. "Say Say Say," McBecause of the ex- Wayne County native
fortunes
tell
or
readings
cepted Masons.
James Berry Futrell
Born Oct. 20, 1911. in and Sarah Ellie Martin In her home in the Jabez pense, Carter said, she who has moved away, Cartney & Jackson
3. "Say It Isn't So,"
decided to "set up shop" and the other as one who
community.
Tennessee, he was the Futrell.
the
outside
area.
lives
& Oates
Hall
home.
Jabez
plans
her
in
her
After
son of the late Thomas
Two brothers,
Another six persons
4. "Owner of a Lonely
"That's all there was
Isaac Bates and Herbert Futrell and became known, some
accused her of to it," said the Somerset voiced their opposition Heart," Yes
Margaret Bates.
James Robert Futrell, residents
5. "All Night Long,"
Survivors are his preceded him in death. being a witch. Reports attorney. "The whole to Ms. Reboulet's
proposal.
Richle
Lionel
about
hingwas
.
t
circulated
also
Alice
Mary
wife, Mrs.
Survivors are his
Before the hearing,
6. '"Twist of Fate,"
Bates; three sons, wife, Mrs. Cozie Crut- plans to set fire to her misrepresented. I took
William F. Bates, Jr., cher Futrell, to whom house or burn a cross in it as an affront to my Ms. Reboulet said the NewtonJohn & Travolta
7. "Uptown Girl," BilAustell, Ga., Edd Sam he was married on Sept. her yard, Upchurch client. She is a fine issue involved her civil
you
ly
"Whether
rights.
Joel _
added.
he
woman,"
said.
Murfreesboro,
Bates,
26, 1926; one daughter,
Tenn., and Thomas Mrs. Elizabeth Taylor, \ At the meeting, UpBates, Huntington, Mayfield; one son, Roy church referred to a letfrom Sheriff Joe
W.Va.
Futrell, Rt. 4, Paris, ter
Conn that noted that
One sister, Mrs. Term.
adequate patrols could
Thomas B. Walker,
One sister, Mrs. Ruth
Durham, N.C., survives Outland of Murray, sur- not be provided to the
INVESTMENTS
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
along with one brother, vives along with one Jabez area in light of
Thomas 0. Bates, brother, Hayden threats against Ms.
Tallahassee, Fla.; Futrell, Hopkinsville, 11 Reboulet.
I.B.M
123% + %
Saying that it was his Prices furnished by First of
seven grandchildren; grandchildren and 10
17 + %
Jerrico
that "all Michigan
obligation
one great-grandchild.
great-grandchildren.
56 -%
J.C. Penney
are
Countians
Wayne
J.H. Churchill
The funeral will be
40% -1
+1.68
Johnson & Johnson
Funeral Home will be in Wednesday at 10 a.m. in adequately protected," Industrial Average
K Mart
454 unc
33 44
charge of the the Memorial Chapel of Upchurch said he had no Air Products
15%
Kay
-%
unc
Mary
28%
Cosm
Ashland
Ms.
deny
to
but
choice
arrangements.
Anglin Funeral Home,
Penwalt
41% +%
65% unc
application. American Telephone
Reboulet's
Dover, Term.
4
/
61 -1
29% unc.
Quaker Oats
Upchurch also cited Chrysler
Burial will follow in
Sears
40 -%
52 unc
other reasons for Dupont
two
the Stewart County
45% +4
37% + 1,4
Texaco
denying the application Ford
Memorial Gardens.
%
+
-17%
Tobacco
42 -%
U.S.
G.A.F
— that a majority of the
Ridgeway Morticians
39% unc
Wal Mart
60% + %
residents General Dynamics
17,000
county's
of Paris, Tenn., is in
21 -%
Wendy's
79% -%
were opposed to it and General Motors
charge of arrangements
19% unc
397j +%
Wetterau
General Tire
alleged
Reboulet's
Ms.
The funeral'fol.' Wily but friends may now
12% unc
A.L.Williams
33% unc
Goodrich
Murchison was on Tues- call at the Anglin problems in another
31% -%
Goodyear
community.
day, San. 3, in the Funeral Home, Dover.
910
C.E.F. Yield
47% +
Citing a report Gulf Oil
chapel of the Sawyercounty
the
by
prepared
Fuller Funeral Home,
attorney, Upchurch
Berkley, Mich.
estimated that as many
Burial was in Acacia
MUTUAL FUNDS
MUNICIPAL BONDS
STOCKS
as 80 percent of Wayne
Park Cemetery,
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
MEMBER
were
residents
County's
Southfield, Mich.
opposed to the issuance
Mr. Murchison, 78,
of a license.
_
—
died Dec. 30 in the
Upchurch also said he
William Beaumont
had obtained evidenoe
Hospital, Royal Oak,
Services for Andrew that Ms. Reboulet had
Mich. He had been in
declining health for the Lee Burkeen are today been cited in Somerset,
past two years and was at 1:30 p.m. in the in neighboring Pulaski
hospitalized six weeks chapel of Collier County, for violating ci500 S. 4th 753-6450Funeral Home, Benton. ty ordinances or state
prior to his death.
Quality Materials•Foir Prices
The deceased suffered The Rev. Robert Truitt laws while she operated
Building Supply
*Prompt Service
a fortune telling . or
from a very rare blood is officiating.
there.
in
business
follow
will
Burial
psychic
disease 'call ThromRather than correct
bocythemia, a form of the Unity Cemetery. Mr. Burkeen, 68, died the problems, Upchurch
PRICE
leukemia, according to
Sunday at 10:15 a.m. at said "she chose to leave
a family member.
He had retired 16 his home in Lakeland Somerset," making him
years ago from the Wesley Village on "wonder if she would
abide by the laws of the
Engineering Depart- Jonathan Creek.
Born Feb. 18, 1915, he state if the permit were
ment of Chrysler Corp.,
where he served as was the son of the late granted."
supervisor for 25 years. Clell Burkeen and Cora
He was a member of the Nelson Burkeen.
He is survived by his
First United Methodist
Federal-State Market News Service
Church and a life wife, Mrs. Beatrice Tuesday. January 10. 1064
Purchase Area Hog Market
member of Ancient Burkeen; one step- Kentucky
Report Includes 6 Buying Statkins
Pat
Mrs.
daughter,
and
Craft Lodge of Free
Receipts: Act. 6221 Est. 500 Barrows
McWilliams, Hardin; 88 Gilts fully 1.95 higher Sows under
Accepted Masons.
Reg. $84 & Up
500 lb.. steady to 1. hlgtter over 500
Mr. Murchison is sur- three stepsons, James Lb.. steady
161.25-52.00
lbs.
vived by his wife, Mrs. Vinson and Dan Vinson, KS 1-2 210-260lb..
260.26-51.20
US 2 300-210
and
Ariz.,
Glendale,
Vanon Denham Mur$60.75-51.26
US 2 210.250 lbs
$49.75-50.75
chison, a native of Mur- Everett Lee Vinson, US241118470 lb.
Sows
Mo.
Bluff,
Poplar
he
whom
had
to
ray,
$118.00-40.00
US 1-2 270410 lbs
His four surviving US 14 200410 lbs..
$20.00-41.50
been married for 57
$41.00-44.50
14 460400 lb.
years; two sons, Bill sisters are Mrs. Am- US
144.00-46.50
US 14955150 lb.
Murchison of Royal madell Warren, Hardin, US 24 500400 lbs.... $25.00-39.00
Oak, Mich., and Dick Mrs. Hester Adamson, Boars $1244.110
Murchison of Redford, Paducah, and Mrs. Rob7 2
Mich.; four grandsons. bie Holt and Mrs. Hazel
His wife was. a Colson, Benton.
KM( STUMP
Two surviving
graduate of Murray
REMOVAL
00 CO' ,,'move stumps up
High School in the class brothers are Charles
te cirourvi
b
Burkeen of Benton and
U- 24
of 1922.
415 4343 or 435 :319
Mrs. Lester Farmer Pete Burkeen of
Murray.
of Murray is a cousin.

Lt. Col. (ret.) Lampe dies W.F. Bates
Lt. Col. (ret.) Alerd Cemetery, Dover, Tenn.
dies today
Friends may call
Lampe, Rt. 5, died Sunday at 10:40 p.m. at the
Fort Campbell Hospital.
The Calloway County
man retired in 1962 with
the United States Army.
His last assignment was
as an assistant professor of military
science at Murray State
University.
He was a Catholic.
Born Nov. 30, 1915, in
Milwaukee. Wis., he
was the son of the late
Sylvester Lampe and
Helen Hoffman Lampe.
Lt. Col. Lampe is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Helen Conroy Lampe, to
whom he was married
on July 2, 19443, one
daughter, Ms. bge )4.rui
Norsworthy, Chicago,
Ill.; one son, Pat
Lampe, Rt. 5; five
grandchildren.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Alice
Sopke and Mrs. Loraine
Weiland, and one
brother, Ralph Lampe,
all of Milwaukee.
The funeral will be
Thursday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Max Churchill Funeral Home. The
Fort Campbell Chaplain
will officiate. Mrs.
Oneida White will be
organist.
Pallbearers will be
from Fort Campbell.
Burial with full
military honors at the
grave will follow at the
Fort Donelson National

Forrest Cook
dies; funeral
Wednesday

after 11 a.m. Wednesday at the funeral home,
where prayers will be
said at 7 p.m.
Wednesday.

Mr. Nanney's
rites planned ,
The funeral for James
Albert (Al) Nanney will
be Wednesday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
the Temple Hill
Cemetery, east of Almo.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Mr. Nanney, 59,
Paris, Tenn., died Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in the
emergency room of
Henry County General
Hospital.
He is survived by his
father, Harlon Nanney,
Murray; two sisters,
Mrs. Ben Hopkins, Rt. 2,
and Mrs. Gracie Bucy,
Rt. 1, Almo; several
nieces and nephews.

Mason rites
at Mayfield
Final rites for Stanley
Mason are today at 1
p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev.
Julian Warren is
officiating. Burial will follow in
the McKendree
Cemetery.
Mr. Mason, 68, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, died Sunday
at 6:12 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
He was a retired
farmer and employee of
the Kentucky Highway
Department.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Farris
Mason; one son, H.C.
Mason, Rt. 5. Mayfield;
three grandchildren.
Also surviving are
three sisters, Mrs. Sue
Youngblood and Mrs.
Mary Lou Derrington,
Rt. 5, Mayfield, and
Mrs. Eva Nell Darnell,
Mayfield; two brothers,
John West Mason, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, and Henry F.
Mason, Michigan.

Forrest Clintim Cook,
87, Rt. 3, died Monday at
5:05 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. His
death followed an illness
of seven weeks.
The deceased, a
retired farmer, had
resided in Trigg County
for many years before
moving to Calloway
County. He was a
member of the Northside Baptist Church.
Born Sept. 9, 1896, in
Model, Tenn., he was
the son of the late John
James Cook and Arminta Spiceland Cook.
He was preceded in
death by his first wife,
Mrs. Monico Taylor
Cook, in 1971.
Survivors are his
wife, Mr. Lucy Dugger
Cook; one daughter,
Final rites for Monroe
Mrs. Mary Opal Jewel, Wilkerson will be
Rt. 4, Princeton; one Wednesday at 2:30 p.m.
son, Lacy R. Cook, In the chapel of Max
Cadiz; four stepsons, Churchill Funeral
Charles Dugger, Mem- Home. The Rev.
phis, Tenn., Ray Dugger Stephen Cobb and the
and Don Duggertur- Rev. Jimmy Madding
ray, and John Dffger. will officiate.
Earlington.
Burial will follow in
Also surviving are one the Bazzell Cemetery.
sister, Mrs. Delta Allen,
Friends may call at
Trigg County; one the funeral home.
brother, Leland Cook,
Mr. Wilkerson, 69, Rt.
Princeton; three grand- 7, Mayfield, Coldwater
children; two great- community, died Mongrandchildren; nine day at 3:46 a.m. at
step grandchildren
Murray-Calloway CounThe funeral will be ty Hospital.
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
He is survived by his
the chapel of the Good-. wile, Mrs. Clellop
win Funeral Home,' Cochrum Wilkerson;
Cadiz. The Rev. Larry one daughter. Mrs.
Salmon and the Rev. Gerald Rule; two sons,
Donald Mock will Billy Grey Wilkerson
officiate.
and Ted Ray Wilkerson;
Burial will follow in two sisters, Mrs. John
the Lawrence Cemetery D. James and Mrs. Earl
In Trigg County.
Lamb; one brother.
Friends may call at Eurie Willierson; seven
the funeral home after 4 grandchildren; 10 greatp.m. today (Tuesday).
grandchildren.

Wilkerson's
rites planned

r

S

H.H. Futrell
dies; funeral
Wednesday

Records listed

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

B. Murchison
dies; funeral
at Berkley

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

A.L. Burkeen
dies; funeral
today, Benton

orsworthy

SALE

Hog market

On
Ceiling Fans
Sale

$42

HAVING A PARTY,
OR OVERNIGHT GUESTS?
14 Pound Box of 100% Pure

Ground Beef Quarter Pound Pontos.$1946
The Items
You Need!

te
tiRent
i

Erwin Whole Hog Country

Sausage.....

lb. $ 1 79

Pork

We Have A Large Selection
Of Rental Items For
That Holiday Party
Or Just An Overnight Guest.

Backbone
Country Horn

Butts & Shank

39;
89;
lb
lb.

a up

Old Foshionod Hillbilly

.lb.

Franks

$

69

Choice Sides of Beef
225 To 300 Lb.
Cut, Wrapped & Frozen

$

1 39

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON HAM CO.

We Accept
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon -Fri.
Phone 7531()1
Food Stamps
"7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
107 ft 3rd St.
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"

lb

